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”All science is the study of patterns.
Mathematics is the science of patterns of patterns.”
(Jon Barwise)
Abstract
The paper presents a foundational analysis of the class of ambient calculi focussing
on the spatial structures of the processes they can describe. We propose sound correct
set-theoretical models for different types of ambient calculi (involving recursion, denumer-
able parallel composition, etc) by using special types of coalgebras - labelled flat systems of
equations of set theory. These models help to understand the spatiality of the ambient pro-
cesses and provide a set-theoretical description of the structural congruence. Consistently
with the model, we extend the classical structural congruence, the extension proving that
P |P |P... ≡ (recX.X|P ) ≡ (recX.X|X|...|X|P ), if X does not appear free in P . In Ambient
Calculus the space has a decisive influence in the behavior of a process. Consequently, repli-
cation cannot simulate recursion because the processes involving replication have always
a finite or denumerable class of active actions, while there are recursive ambient processes
having infinite non-denumerable active actions due to a possibly non-wellfounded spatial
structure. Still recursion can successfully describe any process involving replication. Thus
we propose the most expressive Recursive Ambient Calculus, interpreting replication as
recursion. Using the set-theoretical model for this calculus, we construct a propositional
temporal logic on top of it able to describe properties of the processes. Our logic works
similarly with wellfounded and non-wellfounded processes.
Key words: ambient processes, hypersets, coalgebra, temporal logics.
1 Introduction
The study of communication and mobility has a central role in understanding and operating
many realities of a particular interest for today’s sciences, from the World-Wide Web to the
biological systems. In the direction opened by CCS [15] and CSP [6] some formalisms have been
developed to provide suitable formal tools for modelling and analyzing phenomena involving
communication and mobility. Interpreting diverse realities like computational environments
generates more and more complex paradigms of understanding the space of communication
and mobility. In the case of CCS [15] - pi-Calculus [16] type of calculi the state of a system is
expressed by a flat network of processes connected by channels. Instead, in Ambient Calculus
[10] type of calculi the state of a system is organized by a boxes inside boxes type of structure,
each box (ambient) representing a closed spatial collection of running processes and sub-boxes
(subambients). Thus the ambient nesting relation generates a tree structure for each state
of the ambient-based system, the evolution of the system being just a reorganization in this
tree. The pi-calculus class of calculi works with a communication space of Leibnizian type: it
does not exist ”per se”, but it is generated by the relative positions of the processes (defined
by the channels that connect them). In this paradigm the components of the system are just
entities able to exchange information. The communication space after ambient class of calculi
†Work partially supported by the FET project IST-2001-32072 DEGAS under the pro-active initiative on
Global Computing.
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is of Newtonian type: the space exists independently of the processes as a precondition of their
existence. The ambient processes are in space and manifest themselves through this space; they
have positions in space and perform movements referring to it. They are not just connected
entities, but entities spatially organized, and the spatial positions are the connected ones.
We make here a foundational analysis of ambient type of calculi focussing on the spatial
structures of the processes they can describe. Many ambient calculi were developed to model
various phenomena and most of them handle the same type of structures, differing only in
defining the basic computations with respect to the peculiarities of the phenomena they intend
to model. Little attention has been paid to analyze the complexity of the background spatial
structures of the processes that such calculi can describe. We analyze the diversity of definable
ambient calculi (involving recursion, replication, denumerable parallel composition) from this
point of view. We focus on the structures these calculi can describe as models. Special attention
is paid to the recursively definable models in connection with different types of ambient calculi,
and we try to establish a hierarchy of these calculi from the point of view of expressivity. It is
widely believed, for example, that in the Ambient Calculus, as in the pi-Calculus, replication is
expressive enough to describe any structure that could be described by using recursivity. We
will prove, as a consequence of our analysis, that in Ambient Calculus this is not the case and
that replication can describe and simulate only a special class of recursive ambient processes,
but not all of them.
Our approach is inspired by the work of Peter Aczel [3] and Jon Barwise [5] done in coal-
gebraical semantics in relation with the calculi for communicating systems and logic. The
motivation of Aczel’s work, in [3], was to provide a set-theoretical model for Milner’s calculus
of communicating systems (CCS) [15] exploiting some results in Set Theory without founda-
tion1. Barwise [5] presents Aczel’s work as originating the concept of hyperset. Lately, hypersets
were deeply studied, independently and in connection with logic [5, 4] and Mu-Calculus [14].
We reuse these results to fully understand the spatial structures of the ambient processes and
their role in the economy of each type of ambient calculus2.
Resorting to the concept of hyperset, we develop a special class of coalgebras - a class of
labelled flat systems of equations, named Ambient Hierarchies - that generates correct sound
models for any ambient calculus. In this way we identify the set theoretical structure of any
possible model for each type of calculus. For example the calculus in its classical form [10] has
a dual nature concerning the possible structures that can be modelled using replication. We
can define replication by !P
def
= (recX.X|P ), with X not free in P , as in [11], but in this case
we loose two important properties of replication: !(P |Q) ≡!P |!Q and !!P ≡!P . Alternatively,
we can define replication as a denumerable parallel composition !P
def
= P |P |P |.... If we use the
first definition, then ambient processes describe any hereditarily finite set theoretical structure
(possibly non-wellfounded) but not the cardinal infinite ones, while the second definition allows
to avoid the non-wellfounded structures, but imposes structures with infinite cardinality.
We also analyze the possible extensions to the classical ambient calculus in order to get
the maximum expressivity in the context of a finite syntax, and we identify a class of regular
recursive processes having this property. We prove that this Recursive Ambient Calculus is
strictly more expressive than the classical Ambient Calculus, but also than the other types of
recursive ambient calculi proposed in the literature [11, 17]. In [11] such a calculus is studied
under the restriction that processes of the type (recX.X|X) are ill-formed, while in [17] the
ambients with unbounded depth, like (recX.m[X]), are disregarded. Our calculus does not
disregard any of these.
Furthermore, the set theoretical model gives a way to extend the structural congruence
of classical ambients to the recursive ones by using the patterns of structural unfoldings3 of
an infinite process4 understood as an infinite tree. This congruence relates classical processes
with recursive ones. Such a relation has not been proposed before. The other recursive calculi
studied in the literature do not propose any structural congruence rule able to relate a process
1Studies in this direction were firstly developed by F. Honsell and M. Forti [13].
2We use the syntagm type of calculus meaning the type of the algebraical structure of the calculus.
3This is a tool used in studying infinite structures, see for example, [4].
4By an infinite process we do not refer to a process that can evolve forever, but to a process having an infinite
spatial structure, such as P1|P2|P3|... or as n[n[n[...]]]
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involving recursion with one which do not involve recursion. Or it is widely believed that, for
example, !P = P |P |P |... and (recX.X|P ) (if X does not appear free in P ) have equivalent
structures. Using our relation, this equivalence can be proved. Moreover, we also prove that
(recX.X|P |Q) ≡ (recX.X|P )|(recX.X|Q) (if X does not occur free in P and Q) and that
(recX.X|(recY.Y |P )) ≡ (recX.X|P ) (ifX,Y do not occur free in P ), so that processes involving
replication can be successfully described by recursion.
Finally, we prove that the classical Ambient Calculus with replication is strictly less expres-
sive than our Recursive Ambient Calculus: any structure that can be described by a classical
ambient process (possibly including replication) can be described by a recursive ambient pro-
cess, and not vice verse. We prove that replication can describe only a special class of recursive
processes while processes like (recX.m[X]) have a structure that cannot be modelled by repli-
cation. Moreover, we prove that, Milner’s conversion from recursion to replication proposed in
[16] for pi-Calculus can work only with a Leibnizian space of location and not in a Newtonian
one. We prove that no method of simulating recursion by replication is possible in ambient
calculi because there exist recursive processes having infinite non-denumerable active actions,
while the classical processes have always finite or denumerable active actions. Ambient Calculus
has a space behind processes which could have unbounded depth, and this property has decisive
consequences over the space of computations.
The extension of the structural equivalence proposed here generalizes, via Ambient Hier-
archies, the set theoretical bisimulation proposed in [5]. Hence, our approach provides a set
theoretical description of the structural congruence.
The most important achievement of this paper is that, using the set theoretical model of
our Recursive Ambient Calculus, we are able to construct a simple propositional temporal
logic, CTL∗, on top of it able to express properties of processes. We propose this logic as an
alternative to the Spatial Logics developed for calculi with locations [7, 9, 8]. We sustain it
for its simplicity (we manage the input and the private names on the model level such that
no additional operators are required on the logical level), for its expressivity (we can express
properties of recursive processes), but also because the temporal logics are well-known and
deeply studied [12, 1, 2].
The paper is organized as follows. First we present the basic intuitions that motivate this
work, pointing to the major role of the space in the behavior of an ambient process. In section
3 we present the classical Ambient Calculus, as it was introduced in [10], and we analyze some
possible extensions of it by adding denumerable parallel composition or recursion, all these
extensions being sound with possible interpretations of replication. In the end of the section
we identify the algebraical structure for each possible calculus. In section 4 we develop the
main tools used to analyze the structures of ambient processes. We present the system ZFA
of set theory (Zermelo-Fraenkel with Anti-Foundation Axiom) together with the notion of flat
system of equations. The flat systems of equations are special types of coalgebras that describe
a structure (possible non-wellfounded) as a system of equations of set theory. Between the
flat systems it can be defined a bisimulation relation that acts as the identity for wellfounded
structures. In section 5 we introduce the Ambient-Graphs, a special type of flat systems labelled
by names and sequences of capabilities imported from ambient calculus. The Ambient-Graphs
describe each ambient process revealing its spatial structure. The bisimulation relation between
structures defines equivalence classes of Ambient-Graphs - the Ambient-Hierarchies. We prove
that special classes of Ambient-Hierarchies provide sound correct models for different ambient
calculi. In order to prove this we introduce, in section 6, an algebra of Ambient-Hierarchies able
to simulate compositionality, while section 7 adds to the algebra an equivalence relation that
will be proved to be a sound correct model for the structural congruence. In section 8 we prove
that our models are, indeed, sound correct models for the analyzed types of ambient calculi, by
proving that the algebraical structure of each one is isomorphic with the algebraical structure
of the corresponding ambient calculus. One of the major points in this paper is presented in
section 9. We propose the most expressive recursive calculus that can be defined by using a finite
syntax. In the context of this calculus we propose an extension of the structural congruence and
we identify recursive processes that cannot be described or simulate by replication. Section 10
enriches the set theoretical model to became a model for the recursive calculus with extended
structural congruence. In the section 11 we construct a CTL∗ logic in top of our Recursive
Ambient Calculus to express properties of the system. Our logic can express also properties of
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non-wellfounded processes with the same accuracy and simplicity as in the wellfounded case.
Eventually, we conclude the paper with final remarks. We added an appendix with the major
points in the proofs of the non-trivial results of the paper.
2 The basic intuitions
In this section we propose a few examples to sketch the main intuitions that motivated our
work.
2.1 The space of locations
Consider the ambient process:
u[(νn)m[n[open m.P ]|open n.Q]|open m.P ] (2.1)
If we take the occurrences of the ambients (in this case u,m, n) and of the unspecified
processes (in this case P and Q) of an ambient process as vertices of a tree, and the ambient
nesting relation as defining edges, we could univocally associate to each ambient process a tree.
We call this tree the structure tree associated with the process. For our example the structural
tree is described in fig.1.
fig.1 fig.2
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Such a tree depicts the structural hierarchy of locations for any ambient process. Observe
that P has two positions, one inside the ambient u and an other inside n. Hence, if we try
to describe this tree by its set of relations, in the table T1, we are faced with undesirable
consequences.
T1 :


m ∈ u
P ∈ u
n ∈ m
Q ∈ m
P ∈ n
T2 :


β ∈ α L(α) = u
L(β) = m
r ∈ α L(r) = P
γ ∈ β L(γ) = n
q ∈ β L(q) = Q
p ∈ γ L(p) = P
T3 :


β ∈ α L(α) = u
L(β) = (νn)m
r ∈ α L(r) = open m.P
γ ∈ β L(γ) = n
q ∈ β L(q) = open n.Q
p ∈ γ L(p) = open m.P
Such a system states that the spatial positions denoted by the ambients n and u are not disjunct
(they share P ), and this contradicts the basic intuition behind the syntax of Ambient Calculus.
Thus the spatial positions refer not directly to processes as entities, but to the occurrences of the
processes. Processes are in space but do not define the space, i.e. there are two distinct spatial
positions where P can be. In this respect, it seems more correct to describe the spatiality of the
ambient process by the tree in fig.2 enriched with a labelling function, L, that associates each
spatial position (here denoted by Greek letters) with the process that runs there. We obtain
the system in the table T2. Furthermore, we can add also the prefixes to the processes by the
same labelling function and we obtain the system in the table T3 that fully and unambiguously
describes our ambient process.
In this way any ambient process can be univocally described on top of a set theoretical struc-
ture that depicts its spatiality. The systems constructed previously are known in the literature
as labelled flat systems of equations of set theory, see for example [5]. Further the reductions
can be described as a relation between certain types of labelled flat systems. Consider, for
example, the next reduction that follows the (In-rule):
v[u[in m.P |Q]|m[R]] −→ v[m[u[P |Q]|R]] (2.2)
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The first ambient can be described by the tree5 in fig.3 and the second by the tree in fig.4, and
respectively the first by the system S1 and the second by S2:
fig.3 fig.4
δ
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S1 :


α ∈ δ L(δ) = v
L(α) = u
β ∈ δ L(β) = m
p ∈ α L(p) = in m.P
q ∈ α L(q) = Q
r ∈ β L(r) = R
S2 :


β ∈ δ L(δ) = v
L(β) = m
α ∈ β L(α) = u
q ∈ α L(q) = Q
p ∈ α L(p) = P
r ∈ β L(r) = R
We will provide a formal definition for these systems (called Ambient Hierarchies) and for
their reductions. Then we will prove that, with these definitions, we obtain a sound correct
model for Ambient Calculus. We will define also a special type of equivalence relation for them,
on top of the classical definition of bisimilar set-theoretical structures, which become a model
for the structural congruence of processes. In all this construction special attention will be paid
to the behavior of the private names and input names. Hence, we describe any ambient process
as a labelled spatial tree having each node labelled by the process which runs in that spatial
position. Reductions, with respect to this intuition, are relations defined on the class of these
trees. They are just laws defining consistent temporal paths, i.e. possible futures of a given
process.
2.2 Temporal inferences
Recalling the ambient process 2.1, we could use the equations of the flat systems that describe
the spatial structure of the process as atomical propositions in order to describe it. Taking
the Table 3 that describes this process, we can say that the next logical formula describes the
spatial architecture of the process:
(β ∈ α) ∧ (r ∈ α) ∧ (γ ∈ β) ∧ (q ∈ β) ∧ (p ∈ γ) (2.3)
together with the labelling function L. Now it is more clear why we need to name the spatial
positions for describing the spatiality and why we did not directly use the processes in order to
do this. Defining, in the same way as before, a logical proposition for describing the equations
of the table T1 we obtain:
(m ∈ u) ∧ (P ∈ u) ∧ (n ∈ m) ∧ (Q ∈ m) ∧ (P ∈ n) (2.4)
Now, if the processes would describe the spatiality, then if P ∈ n is true, then (P ∈ n)∧(P ∈ u)
is inconsistent if n and u represents two disjoint positions, and such a situation is undesirable.
Consider now the reduction described by 2.2. The systems S1 and S2 can be described by:
S1 : (α ∈ δ) ∧ (β ∈ δ) ∧ (p ∈ α) ∧ (q ∈ α) ∧ (r ∈ β) (2.5)
S2 : (α ∈ β) ∧ (β ∈ δ) ∧ (p ∈ α) ∧ (q ∈ α) ∧ (r ∈ β) (2.6)
Hence, the difference between the two ambient hierarchies is that the second one (the one
obtained after in m was consumed) looses the prefix in m as label of p and changes the truth
values of two atomical propositions with respect to the first hierarchy: α ∈ δ becomes false
5We added, in the same tree, the vertices (the spatial positions) denoted by Greek letters and their labels,
by using
L
→ to denote the labelling relation.
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(it was true in the first ambient hierarchy) and α ∈ β becomes true (it was false in the first
one). In this way we can describe any possible reduction of an ambient process. Adding to
these atomical propositions temporal operators we obtain a temporal propositional logic that
can describe the future of a given ambient hierarchy, hence of a given ambient process.
2.3 A challenge: actual infinite processes versus potential infinite pro-
cesses
In the context of the intuition described before, any ambient process can be seen as a labelled
tree (labelled set), where the labelling function associates to each node a process. Hence any
model of an ambient process has a structure of type ”boxes inside boxes”, i.e. a hyperset, see
[5, 4]. This observation raises a question: can we have non-wellfounded structures as models
for ambient processes?
Consider the ambient process6:
!m[!in m] (2.7)
If we apply the reduction rules we obtain
!m[!in m] ≡!m[!in m]|m[in m|!in m] −→
!m[!in m]|m[!in m|m[!in m ]]︸︷︷︸
2
≡!m[!in m]|m[!in m]|m[in m|!in m|m[!in m]] −→
!m[!in m]|m[!in m|m[!in m|m[!in m ]]]︸︷︷︸
3
−→
!m[!in m]|m[!in m|m[!in m|m[!in m|m[!in m ]]]]︸︷︷︸
4
−→
!m[!in m]|m[!in m|m[!in m|m[!in m|m[!in m|m[!in m ]]]]]︸︷︷︸
5
−→
...............................................................................................
!m[!in m]|m[!in m|m[!in m|m[!in m|m[!in m|m[!in m|... ]]]]...]︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
Hence this process can produce unbounded depth processes, i.e. for each k < ℵ0 we can
produce a process having the ambient depth larger than k, where we denoted by ℵ0 the first
limit ordinal. This being proved can we sustain that the ambient 2.8 can be derived as well?
!m[!in m]|m[!in m|m[!in m|m[!in m|m[!in m|m[!in m|... ]]]]...]︸ ︷︷ ︸
ℵ0
(2.8)
To obtain 2.8 from 2.7 we should apply the reduction rules denumerable number of times!
Observe that 2.8 is not a wellformed ambient calculus formula for the reason that the syntax
of our calculus doesn’t allow infinite deep ambient nesting. Still, the structure 2.8 can be seen
as the limit of the sequence of wellformed ambient processes that can be derived from 2.7.
Producing unbounded depth processes is different of producing an infinite depth process. This
distinction corresponds to the well-known distinction between the actual and potential infinite.
The process 2.8 has an actual infinite structure, while the process 2.7 has only a potential infinite
structure, i.e. taking it in its evolution it might have (in an infinite future) the structure 2.8.
Still in Ambient Calculus actual infinite structures are accepted. Interpreted as a denumerable
parallel composition, the replication has an actual infinite structure.
If we accept recursion in our calculus and we interpret !P as (recX.X|P ), 2.7 can be rewritten
as:
(recX.X|m[(recY.Y |in m)]) (2.9)
while 2.8 can be rewritten as:
(recX.X|m[(recY.Y |in m)|X]) (2.10)
6We thank to Luca Cardelli for proposing us this example
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Should the structures as 2.9 be accepted as ambient processes while the structures as 2.10
are not considered ”first-class citizens” in Ambient Calculus? What could motivate such a
choice? Is this choice meaningful from the point of the set theoretical structure of the models
such processes can describe? These questions motivate our interest for the subject of this paper.
3 Reconsidering Ambient Calculus
We briefly recall the Ambient Calculus starting with the syntax of ambient processes as it was
introduced in [10]. Hereafter we refer to it as the classical Ambient Calculus in order to be
distinguished by other ambient calculi we will discuss.
The syntax
P,Q,R::= processes M ::= capabilities
(νn)P restriction n name
nil void in M can enter into M
P |Q composition out M can exit out of M
!P replication open M can open M
M [P ] ambient M.M ′ path
M.P capability action ε null
(n).P input action
〈M〉 output action
The structural congruence
(Refl) P ≡ P (Act) P ≡ Q⇒M.P ≡M.Q
(Symm) P ≡ Q⇒ Q ≡ P (Inp) P ≡ Q⇒ (n)P ≡ (n)Q
(Trans) P ≡ Q,Q ≡ R⇒ P ≡ R (Empty) P ≡ ε.P
(Res) P ≡ Q⇒ (νn)P ≡ (νn)Q (Struct) (M.M ′).P ≡M.M ′.P
(Par) P ≡ Q⇒ P |R ≡ Q|R (ResRes) (νn)(νm)P ≡ (νm)(νn)P
(Repl) P ≡ Q⇒!P ≡!Q (ResNil) (νn)nil ≡ nil
(Amb) P ≡ Q⇒ n[P ] ≡ n[Q] (ResPar) (νn)(P |Q) ≡ P |(νn)Q,n /∈ fn(P )
(ResAmb) (νn)(m[P ]) ≡ m[(νn)P ], n 6= m (ParNil) P |nil ≡ P
(ReplPar) !(P |Q) ≡!P |!Q (Assoc) (P |Q)|R ≡ P |(Q|R)
(ReplNil) !nil ≡ nil (Comm) P |Q ≡ Q|P
(ReplRepl) !!P ≡!P (InpRen) (x).P ≡ (y).P (x← y) if y /∈ fn(P )
(ReplCopy) !P ≡ P |!P (ResRen) (νn)P ≡ (νm)P (n← m) if m /∈ fn(P )
The reduction rules
(In-Rule) n[in m.P |Q]|m[R]→ m[n[P |Q]|R] (New-Rule) P → Q⇒ (νn)P → (νn)Q
(Out-Rule) m[n[out m.P |Q]|R]→ n[P |Q]|m[R] (Par-Rule) P → Q⇒ P |R→ Q|R
(Open-Rule) open n.P |n[Q]→ P |Q (Amb-Rule) P → Q⇒ n[P ]→ n[Q]
(Comm-Rule) (n).P |〈M〉 → P{n←M} (≡-Rule)P ′ ≡ P, P → Q,Q ≡ Q′ ⇒ P ′ → Q′
We denote by →+ the transitive closure of →.
We assume that ambient programs can include unspecified processes denoted by capital
letters P, Q, R, hereafter called atomical processes7.
Further we define some possible extensions of Ambient Calculus which are foundationally
meaningful.
3.1 Ambient Calculus with denumerable parallel composition
As a first extension, we add the denumerable parallel composition to the Syntax:
If (Pi)i∈N is a denumerable set of processes, we accept as well-formed process formula
|i∈NPi
def
= P1|P2|P3...
7This is a necessary requirement in developing models where we have to recognize and distinguish, over time,
unspecified processes inside the target process. For instance P is an unspecified process in n[in m.P ]
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Additionally, if (Pi)i∈N, (Qi)i∈N are denumerable sets of processes we accept the next congruence
rule:
(GenPar) Pi ≡ Qi for each i ∈ N⇒ |i∈NPi ≡ |i∈NQi.
and the reduction rule:
(DenPar −Rule) Pi → Qi for each i ∈ N⇒ |i∈NPi → |i∈NQi.
This extension gives a first interpretation for replication as a particular case of denumerable com-
position, !P
def
= P |P |P.... In this interpretation, the axioms (GenPar), (ReplPar), (ReplRepl)
are not independent, the last two can be trivially derived from the first using the commutativity
of parallel composition.
3.2 Recursive processes
Following [11, 17] we introduce the Recursive Ambient Calculus by adding to the syntax of the
classical Ambient Calculus the following:
P,Q,R::= processes
X identifier
(recX.P ) recursive process
Consequently, we add the congruence rules:
(Rec) (recX.P ) ≡ P{X ← (recX.P )}
(RecNull) (recX.X) ≡ nil
(Rec≡) P ≡ Q⇒ (recX.P ) ≡ (recX.Q)
We call an identifier X that appears in the scope of recX bound, otherwise it is free. We
call a process closed if it does not contain any free identifier.
We identify the recursive processes up to renaming the bound identifiers, i.e. we have:
(recX.P ) = (recY.P{X ← Y }) if Y is not free in P .
As expected, we write P{X ← Q} for the outcome of substituting Q for each free occurrence
of X in P , and we assume that any bound identifier is different from any free identifier.
Definition 3.1. We define the recursive depth of a process P , rdepth(P ) by:
rdepth(P ) = 0 if P is a classical process,
rdepth(P |Q) = max{rdepth(P ), rdepth(Q)},
rdepth(|i∈NPi) = maxi∈N{rdepth(Pi)},
rdepth(C.P ) = rdepth(n[P ]) = rdepth(!P ) = rdepth(P ), where C is any chain of prefixes,
rdepth(recX.P ) = rdepth(P ) + 1.
Definition 3.2. We call a process regular iff it is structural congruent with a process having
a finite recursive depth.
Hereafter we consider only regular ambient processes, these being the only processes that
can be described using a finite syntax. Moreover, with respect to our definition, the recursive
processes analyzed in [11, 17] are regular too.
The operational semantics proposed here for the recursive calculus, following [11, 17], do not
give the possibility to recognize when a process defined by a recursive definition is congruent
with a classical one. Intuitively !P and (recX.X|P ) are observationally equivalent [16, 11]. Still
!P ≡ (recX.X|P ) is undecidable in our operational semantics. Denote by Q = (recX.X|P );
if we use the structural congruence rules, we obtain Q ≡!P only if Q|P ≡!P (by (Rec)), i.e.
only if Q ≡!P . So, the argument is circular! Moreover, (recX.X|(recY.Y |P )) ≡ (recX.X|P )
and (recX.X|P |Q) ≡ (recX.X|P )|(recX.X|Q) when X,Y do not appear free in P,Q (which
should be the recursive correspondents of !!P ≡!P and !(P |Q) ≡!P |!Q) are also undecidable in
the given operational semantics.
For the moment we accept this structural congruence, but we will reopen this problem
in section 9 where, inspired by the model, we will propose an extension of the structural
congruence. By using the concept of pattern of structural unfoldings of an infinite tree we will
provide operational semantics which will decide the truth values of the previously mentioned
statements.
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3.3 The Master Ambient
The reduction rule (Amb−Rule)P → Q⇒ n[P ]→ n[Q] allows us to assume the existence of a
special ambient, denoted by 1̂ (hereafter the master ambient), which fulfills the intuition that
all the processes are enclosed in a Universe. With this intuition, the master ambient cannot
be guarded by any prefix and its name, 1̂ , cannot be referred by any capability, input, or new
name prefix. Moreover, 1̂ appears in a process syntax only once, enclosing all the process, to
ensure that its structure tree has a unique root. This sustains the intuition that any process,
as a whole, occupies a spatial position.
3.4 The Transparent Ambient
The basic idea of spatiality in the case of Ambient Calculus is to consider the processes that
are isolated together from the rest of the system as belonging to the same ambient (i.e. to the
same spatial location). These processes cannot interact directly with the rest of the system,
and can interact inside the ambient only if the ambient is not guarded by some capabilities.
Consider now the processes 1̂[P |Q|R], 1̂[P |c.(Q|R)] and 1̂[P |c.n[Q|R]], where c 6= ε is a
capability that guards the parallel composition of the processes Q and R in the second process.
While in the first process any interaction between P,Q and R is allowed, in the second the
interaction between P and Q or R is forbidden, and Q and R cannot interact before c will be
consumed. The same regarding the third process. It seems that in the second process, in spite
of the fact that P,Q and R are in the same ambient (they share the same spatial position), the
capability c determines a closed spatial position that acts as an ambient. It is not an ambient,
because it cannot move as a whole, but still, on the spatiality level, the structure of the second
process looks more like the structure of the third process than as the first.
We propose, in order to describe the action of this ”theoretical ambient” to accept the exis-
tence of a special ambient 0̂ (named the transparent ambient) to describe this spatial anomaly.
This ambient name, as 1̂, cannot be argument for any capability, input, or new name operator,
but, unlike 1̂, can be guarded by capabilities. It satisfies the following congruence rule:
(Transp): 0̂[P ] ≡ P .
With this agreement we will treat 1̂[P |c.(Q|R)] as 1̂[P |c.0̂[Q|R]], while after consuming the
capability c we have 1̂[P |0̂[Q|R]] ≡ 1̂[P |Q|R].
The action of the transparent nodes is more intuitive in the tree representation. Indeed, the
processes 1̂[S|c.(P |Q)|R] (that actually we write as 1̂[S|c.0̂[P |Q]|R]) and 1̂[S|c.P |Q|R] have the
structure trees described by figures 5 and 6, respectively.
fig.5 fig.6
1̂
S c.0̂
P Q
R
1̂
S c.P Q R
Transparent nodes 0̂ guarded by the empty capability (or not guarded) can be dissolved,
due to the rule (Transp) 0̂[P ] ≡ P . In this case the parent of a transparent node becomes a
parent for its children, as in the next graphs:
1̂
S 0̂
P Q
R
1̂
S P Q R
The branches ending with nodes labelled by the empty process nil, due to the structural
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congruence rules, can be cut off. So, the next two structure trees are equivalent.
1̂
nil S
P Q nil
R
1̂
S
P Q
R
3.5 The Signatures of the ambient calculi
We denote by Π the class of atomical process names with nil ∈ Π. In the classical Ambient
Calculus this class contains only the empty process name. Still we find it interesting to accept
other uninterpreted processes because they are widely used in applications. Let Λ be the class
of ambient names with 0̂, 1̂ ∈ Λ.
Hereafter we use P to denote the class of the classical ambient processes that can be
described without involving replication, and P! as the supraclass of P containing also the
processes involving replication. Classical Ambient Calculus is an algebraical structure (P!,≡
, |,m[ ],M. , (νn), !,→), where the symbols have the usual meaning.
We denote by P∞, the ambient processes enriched with denumerable parallel composition.
Obviously, P! ⊂ P∞ if we interpret !P = P |P |P |.... This syntax gives the algebraical structure
(P∞,≡, |, |i∈N,m[ ],M. , (νn), !,→).
We also consider the class of recursive ambient processes that do not involve replication
Prec, and the class of recursive ambient processes involving replication, P
!
rec. As a superclass
of the last one we consider the class of the recursive ambient processes involving denumerable
parallel composition, and we denote it by P∞rec. All these came with their algebraical structures:
(Prec,≡, |,M.,m[ ], (νn), (recX. ),→), (P
!
rec,≡, |,M.,m[ ], (νn), !, (recX. ),→), and (P
∞
rec,≡
, |, |i∈N,M.,m[ ], (νn), !, (recX. ),→).
We denote by recP
def
= (recX.X|P ), when there is no free occurrence of X in P . As we
discussed before, recP does not model !P , because it is not the case that rec(P |Q) ≡ recP |recQ
and that rec(recP ) ≡ recP .
We denote by Cap the class of capabilities taking values over Λ \ {0̂, 1̂}. For reaching more
uniformity in the calculus, we also treat 〈M〉 as a capability considering the process c.〈M〉 as
being c.〈M〉.nil. We refer to capabilities together with new name prefix (νn) as to prefixes.
We will use C,Ci, C
′, C ′′ to refer to chains of prefixes, and c, ci, c
′, c′′ to refer to individual
capabilities. We will also use M when we refer either to a capability or to a new name prefix.
Any chain of prefixes has to be suffixed by the empty capability or by an output. For this
reason we split Cap in Cap〈〉 and respectively Capε to refer to the two classes.
When we refer to the chains of prefixes outside the context of Ambient Calculus we will use
the notation 〈c1, c2, ...ck〉 for denoting the chain c1.c2...ck. If C1, C2 are two chains, we will use
the notation 〈C1, C2〉 to denote the catenation of the two, while when we refer to one of them
we use the capital letter without angles parenthesis.
Theorem 3.1. →+ is an internal operation with respect to each of the sets P,P!,P∞,Prec,P
∞
rec.
4 Overview on Set Theory
In this section we present set theoretical tools used to analyze hierarchies. We define the notion
of flat system of equations. These systems will be identified behind the spatial structure of any
ambient process, and will be used to understand the relevance of structural congruence between
processes from a spatial point of view.
Our work is based on some results in Set Theory without foundation, first developed by F.
Honsell and M. Forti (1983) [13], P. Aczel (1988) [3], and by J.Barwise and L.Moss (1996) [5].
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4.1 The system ZFA
We work in Zermelo-Fraenkel system of Set Theory with the Anti-Foundation Axiom8 ZFA. This
system assumes a class 0 of urelements, objects which are not sets (they do not have elements)
but can be elements of sets. The urelements together with the empty set ∅ generates all the
sets we work with (sometimes sets of sets). We also assume the Strong Axiom of Plenitude9 in
the system, which ensures the richness of the class 0.
Definition 4.1. A binary relation R over a set S is wellfounded if there is no infinite sequence
b0, b1, b2, ... of elements of S such that bn+1Rbn for each n = 0, 1, 2, .... If there is such a
sequence, then R is said to be non-wellfounded.
Informally, the Foundation Axiom (FA) states that the membership relation ∈ over the
universe of Set Theory is a wellfounded one, while the Anti-Foundation Axiom (AFA) states
that ∈ is non-wellfounded. If we accept (FA) we obtain the system ZFC of the classical Set
Theory, while if we accept (AFA) in place of (FA) we obtain the system ZFA of Hypersets
Theory [3, 5].
The advantage of using the system ZFA is that it allows the existence of non-wellfounded
sets (hypersets), and in this way it enriches the classical universe of Set Theory with new entities
that can be used to describe circular phenomena (as is the case with phenomena that ask for
recursive definitions). For example, the set defined by x = {x} (Aczel’s set Ω) is a hyperset,
reflecting a structure for which ∈ is non-wellfounded. In classical set theory such entities were
rejected in order to avoid the paradoxes. Concerning the economy of the paper, we will not
present additional features of the system here. Hereafter, when we refer to sets we mean both
wellfounded (classical) sets and non-wellfounded sets (pure hypersets). We end this subsection
by recalling some definitions that will be used further.
Definition 4.2. A set a is transitive if all the elements of a set b, which is an element of a,
also belong to a: ∀b ∈ a if c ∈ b then c ∈ a.
The transitive closure of a, denoted by TC(a) is the smallest transitive set10 including a.
Definition 4.3. The support of a set a, denoted by supp(a) is TC(a) ∩ 0. The elements of
supp(a) are the urelements that are somehow involved in a.
Definition 4.4. If a ⊆ 0 then V [a]
def
= {b | b is a set and supp(b) ⊆ a}. V [a] is the class of all
sets in which the only urelements that are somehow involved are the urelements of a.
Definition 4.5. Let A ⊆ 0. A set a is hereditarily finite over A if every set b ∈ TC({a}) is
finite and supp(a) ⊆ A.
4.2 The flat systems of equations
Definition 4.6. A (flat) system of equations is a tuple E = 〈X,A, e〉 consisting of a set X ⊆ 0
of indeterminates, a set A of atoms disjoint from X, and a function e : X → P(X ∪ A). We
refer to X ∪ A as the domain of E . For each v ∈ X, the set bv
def
= ev ∩X is called the set of
indeterminates on which v immediately depends. Similarly, the set cv
def
= ev ∩ A is called the
set of atoms on which v immediately depends (we wrote ev for e(v)).
Example 4.1. Consider the set x = {α, {β, {γ}}}. This hierarchical structure can be described
by the one-level hierarchies x = {α, y}, y = {β, z}, z = {γ} or using a flat system of equations
E = 〈X,A, e〉 with X = {x, y, z}, A = {α, β, γ} and ex = {α, y}, ey = {β, z}, ez = {γ}. The
solution of this system of equations describes our set.
If we define x = {α, {β, {x}}}, i.e. it is a hyperset (having a recursive definition), it still
can be expressed using a finite flat system of equations defined by ex = {α, y}, ey = {β, z},
ez = {x}.
8This axiom will be clarified later in this section.
9This axiom states that anytime we choose an urelement and a set, we can find an urelement different of the
chosen one and which is not an element of the chosen set.
10The existence of TC(a) is justified by: TC(a) = ∪{a,∪a,∪ ∪ a, ...}
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Definition 4.7. A solution to E is a function s with domain X satisfying sx = {sy|y ∈ bx}∪cx
for each x ∈ X. The solution-set of a flat system E of equations is the set
ss(E)
def
= {sv|v ∈ X} = s[X] (we wrote s[X] for the image of X by s).
The next theorem allows our further construction ([5], part III, section 6).
Theorem 4.2. In ZFA each set a ∈ V [A] is a solution-set of a flat system of equations which
has A as the set of atoms (or a subset of A) and any flat system of equations with the atoms
in A has a set a ∈ V [A] (possible non-wellfounded set) as unique solution-set.
4.3 The bisimulation relation on flat systems
We introduce two relations of bisimulation over systems of equations, extending the one pro-
posed in [5].
Definition 4.8. Let A,B ∈ 0 be two sets of urelements and ζ ⊂ A×B a relation on them. ζ
ia a proper relation if the following conditions hold:
1. ∀a ∈ A,∃b ∈ B such that (a, b) ∈ ζ and ∀b ∈ B,∃a ∈ A such that (a, b) ∈ ζ
2. (a1, b1), (a1, b2), (a2, b1) ∈ ζ =⇒ (a2, b2) ∈ ζ
3. (a1, b1), (a2, b1), (a2, b2) ∈ ζ =⇒ (a1, b2) ∈ ζ
Theorem 4.3 (The characterization of proper relations). Let ζ ⊂ A × B be a proper
relation. There exist a partition (Ai)i∈I of A and a partition (Bi)i∈I of B such that (a, b) ∈ ζ
iff it exists i ∈ I with a ∈ Ai, b ∈ Bi.
Definition 4.9. Let A,A′ ⊆ 0 be two sets of urelements and ζ ⊂ A×A′ a proper relation on
them. The canonical extension of ζ is the relation ζ ⊂ (A×A′) ∪ (V [A]× V [A′]) defined by:
1. if (b, b′) ∈ A×A′ then (b, b′) ∈ ζ iff (b, b′) ∈ ζ
2. if (b, b′) ∈ V [A]× V [A′] then (b, b′) ∈ ζ iff
(a) ∀c ∈ b ∃c′ ∈ b′ such that (c, c′) ∈ ζ
(b) ∀c′ ∈ b′ ∃c ∈ b such that (c, c′) ∈ ζ
(c) card(b) = card(b′)
Definition 4.10. Let E = 〈X,A, e〉, E ′ = 〈X ′, A′, e′〉 be two flat systems of equations, A,A′ ⊂ 0
and ζ ⊂ A × A′ a proper relation. A ζ-bisimulation relation between E and E ′ is a relation
R ⊆ X ×X ′ such that whenever xRx′ the following conditions hold:
1. For every y ∈ ex ∩X there is an y
′ ∈ e′x′ ∩X
′ such that yRy′
2. For every y′ ∈ e′x′ ∩X
′ there is an y ∈ ex ∩X such that yRy
′
3. (ex ∩A, e
′
x′ ∩A
′) ∈ ζ
We say that the systems are substitutive-bisimilar (for a particular ζ we call them ζ-bisimilar),
and we write E ≡S E ′ if there is a ζ-bisimulation relation between them such that for every
x ∈ X there is an x′ ∈ X ′ with xRx′ and vice versa.
Theorem 4.4. The relation ≡S is an equivalence relation over flat systems of equations.
The meaning of the previous definition is that two substitutive-bisimilar systems describe
the same structure up to the choice of the atoms. Two (non-wellfounded) systems could be
substitutive-bisimilar even if not identical, as in the next example.
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Example 4.5. Consider the systems E = 〈X,A, e〉, with X = {α}, A = {p}, e(α) = {α, p} and
E ′ = 〈X ′, A′, e′〉, with X ′ = {α, β}, A′ = {p′}, e(α) = {β, p′}, e(β) = {α, p′}. Let ζ(p) = p′ and
R = {〈α, α〉, 〈α, β〉}. It is easy to verify that, in spite of the fact that cardX 6= cardX ′ the two
systems are substitutive-bisimilar. Still, if we analyze the graphs describing the structures of
the two systems (the set of vertices is the set of indeterminates and atoms of the system, and
the edges are defined by the function e) we found the same structure, as it can be seen in the
fig.7 and fig.8.11. Being this recursive behavior, the two graphs describe the same structure up
to the choice of atoms.
fig.7 fig.8
E = 〈X,A, e〉 E ′ = 〈X ′, A′, e′〉
α
p
α
p′ β
p′
Theorem 4.6. Let E , E ′ be two flat systems of equations and ζ a proper relation on their sets
of atoms. Then the two systems are ζ-bisimilar iff their solution-sets are in relation ζ.
This theorem says that, by extending the map ζ from the sets of atoms of the two systems
to the whole universe of set theory with respect to the conditions in definition 4.9, we obtain
bisimilar systems iff their solutions correspond each other by ζ.
4.4 Regular systems
Definition 4.11. Let E = 〈X,A, e〉 be a flat system of equations and let R be the binary
relation on X ∪A defined by xRy iff y ∈ ex. We call the system wellfounded if R is wellfounded
and non-wellfounded else.
Definition 4.12. A descendent path originated in u ∈ X is a sequence of different u1, u2... ∈
X \ {u} such that uRu1, uiRui+1. A descendent path from u ∈ X to v ∈ X ∪A (not necessarily
u 6= v) is a finite descendent path u1, ...uk ∈ X \ {u, v}, originated in u, such that ukRv. If
there is a descendent path from u to v, we say that v is accessible from u.
Definition 4.13. We call a loop in u a descendent path from u to itself. We say that a loop
in v is subsequent of a loop in u if v is accessible from u.
Definition 4.14. We call a flat system regular if does not contain any element originating an
infinite descendent path and e(x) is finite or denumerable for any x ∈ X.
Remark 4.1. Due to the definition, a descendent path has to contain distinct elements. For this
reason a circular path is not a descendent one, hence systems containing loops can be regular.
But if in a system there is a denumerable chain of loops each loop having as a successor a
subsequent one, the system is not regular for the reason that the denumerable sequence crossing
all the nodes originating the loops is an infinite descendent path.
Definition 4.15. A flat system of equations E = 〈X,A, e〉 is rooted if there exists a unique
element α ∈ X originating descendent paths to any element in (X ∪ A) \ {α}. We call α the
root of the system and we denote such a system by E = 〈X,A, e, α〉. A bisimulation of rooted
flat systems is a bisimulation R with the additional condition α1Rα2, α1, α2 being the roots of
the two systems.
The uniqueness condition for α ensures that it exists only one root of the system.
Definition 4.16. If E = 〈X,A, e, α〉 is a flat system of equation, a subsystem of E is a flat
system E ′ = 〈X ′, A′, e′, α′〉 with X ′ ⊆ X, A′ = A and e′ = e|X′ . We denote this by E ′ v E .
11Hereafter we use arrows in a tree connecting two vertices to point to the presence of a recursive behavior of
the structure following the direction indicated by the arrow.
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5 Ambient-Graphs and Ambient-Hierarchies
Let Λ be the class of names of the Ambient Calculus, and let Λbn
def
= (Λ \ {0̂, 1̂})×N+ × {bn},
and Λpn
def
= (Λ\{0̂, 1̂})×N+×{pn} be two indexed labelled copies of Λ\{0̂, 1̂}, where bn and pn
are two labels. We write nbni
def
= (n, i, bn) ∈ Λbn, nbnI = {(n, i, bn) | i ∈ I}, and symmetrically,
npni
def
= (n, i, pn) ∈ Λpn, n
pn
I = {(n, i, pn) | i ∈ I}.
We define the setsMamb = (Λ∪Λbn∪Λpn)×Capε, andMpr = (Π×Capε)∪({nil}×Cap〈〉),
and we considerM =Mpr ∪Mamb, where the sets of capabilities are built upon the names in
(Λ ∪ Λbn ∪ Λpn) \ {1̂, 0̂}.
We will use the setM as a set of labels for the trees that depict the spatial structure of the
ambient processes. To simplify the presentation we identify three special labels as follows:
1̂ = (1̂, ε), 0̂ = (0̂, ε) and nil = (nil, ε). We have 1̂, 0̂ ∈ Mamb and nil ∈ Mpr. The reason
for duplicating Λ by Λbn and Λpn is that we intend to use these classes to distinguish the
free occurrences of a name n ∈ Λ by its input-bounded occurrences (collected in Λbn) and,
respectively, by its private occurrences (collected in Λpn).
We say that a name n ∈ Λ∪Λbn∪Λpn∪Π is involved in m ∈M if m contains an occurrence
of n either as a name of an ambient, or as an argument of a prefix.
Definition 5.1 (Decorated Graphs). A decorated graph is a couple G = 〈E ,L〉 where E =
〈X,A, e, α〉 is a regular rooted flat system of equations and L : X ∪A→M is a function with
the properties:
1. L(X) ⊆Mamb 2. L(A) ⊆Mpr 3. L−1(1̂) = {α}
A decorated graph contains a structure (described by a flat system of equations) and a
labelling function that associates to each node a couple consisting in a name (of an ambient or
of an atomical process) together with a list of prefixes. This representation provides a correct
model for the Ambient Calculus, but not a sound one. In fact, to provide a model for the
structural congruence, we should have the names in Λbn only occurring as input names and
those in Λpn only occurring as private. But in a decorated graph there is no restriction in this
sense.
Definition 5.2. Let G = 〈E ,L〉 be a decorated graph with E = 〈X,A, e, α〉, v ∈ X and
L(v) = (m, 〈C ′, c, C ′′〉). The subgraph of G prefixed by c is the decorated graph G′ = 〈E ′,L′〉
with E ′ = 〈X ′, A, e′, v〉 v E , defined by the subset X ′ ⊆ X of the elements accessible in E from
v, having v as root, and the labels defined by L′(v) = (m, 〈c, C ′′〉) and L′ = L|X′\{v}∪A′ .
Definition 5.3. Let n be a name involved in the decorated graph G. If there is an occurrence
of (n) in G, we call the subgraph prefixed by (n) the input domain of n. If there is no occurrence
of (n) in G, we say that n is a free name in G. If in G there is no free occurrence of n, we say
that n is a bound name. If there is an occurrence of (νn) in G, we call the subgraph prefixed by
(νn) the private domain of n. If there is no occurrence of (νn) in G, we say that n is a public
name in G. If there is no public occurrence of n in G we say that n is a private name.
Remark 5.1. There are names which are neither free nor bound (when occurrences of the same
name appears both free and bounded by input). There are names which are neither public
nor private (when occurrences of the same name appears both free and private). This is why
the decorated graphs are not sound models for ambient processes. Hence we introduce the
Ambient-Graphs.
Definition 5.4 (Ambient-Graphs). An Ambient-Graph (or A-graph for short) is a decorated
graph G = 〈E ,L〉 with the property that any name n ∈ Λ ∪ Λbn ∪ Λpn involved in G is either
public and free (and in this case n ∈ Λ), either private having only one private domain (in this
case n ∈ Λpn), or bound having only one input domain (in this case n ∈ Λbn). We denote by G
the class of A-graphs.
We intend to model the process 1̂[(n).n[(νn)P |out n.m[Q]]|(n).n[(νn)(open n.R|n[S])|out n.T ]]
by the ambient-graph in fig.10, and not by the decorated graph described in fig.9 (hereafter we
sometimes add only the labels of the trees without the names of the nodes).
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fig.9 fig.10
1̂
(n).n
(νn)P out n.m
Q
(n).n
(νn).0̂
open n.R n
S
out n.T
1̂
(nbn1 ).n
bn
1
(νnpn1 )P out n
bn
1 .m
Q
(nbn2 ).n
bn
2
(νnpn2 ).0̂
open npn2 .R n
pn
2
S
out nbn2 .T
Definition 5.5. Given an A-graph G, we denote by fn(G) the sets of free and public names,
by bn(G) the set of bound names and by pn(G) the set of private names of G. If nbni ∈ bn(G)
we define aritybnG (n) = {i ∈ N
+ | nbni ∈ bn(G)}; if n
pn
i ∈ pn(G) we define arity
pn
G (n) = {i ∈
N+ | nbni ∈ pn(G)}.
For the A-graph in fig.10 we have fn(G) = {m}, bn(G) = {nbn1 , n
bn
2 }, pn(G) = {n
pn
1 , n
pn
2 }
and aritybnG (n) = {1, 2}, arity
pn
G (n) = {1, 2}.
5.1 The structures of the private and input domains
Definition 5.6. Consider an A-graph G and nbni ,m
bn
j ∈ Λbn. We define a relation ↓ on the set
of input names by nbni ↓ m
bn
j if the input domain of m
bn
j is included in the domain of n
bn
i .
Consider now the flat system of equations N bnG = 〈Xbn, Abn, ebn〉, where Xbn = {n
bn
i ∈
bn(G) | ∃mbnj ∈ bn(G), n
bn
i ↓ m
bn
j }, Abn = {n
bn
i ∈ bn(G) | @m
bn
j ∈ bn(G), n
bn
i ↓ m
bn
j }, and
ebn(n
bn
i ) = {m
bn
j | n
bn
i ↓ m
bn
j }. We call N
bn
G the system of bounded names of G.
Similarly, we define:
Definition 5.7. Consider the A-graph G and npni ,m
pn
j ∈ Λpn. We define a relation ↓ on the
set of private names by npni ↓ m
pn
j if the private domain of m
pn
j is included in the domain of
npni . In the case that (νm
pn
1 ), (νm
pn
2 ), ...(νm
pn
k ) are consecutive prefixes in the same label, we
assume mpni ↓ m
pn
j for any i 6= j.
Consider now the flat system of equations N pnG = 〈Xpn, Apn, epn〉, where Xpn = {n
pn
i ∈
pn(G) | ∃mpnj ∈ pn(G), n
pn
i ↓ m
pn
j }, Apn = {n
pn
i ∈ pn(G) | @m
pn
j ∈ pn(G), n
pn
i ↓ m
pn
j }, and
epn(n
pn
i ) = {m
pn
j | n
pn
i ↓ m
pn
j }. We call N
pn
G the system of private names of G.
Remark 5.2. Observe that Xbn ∩Abn = ∅, Xbn ∪Abn = bn(G) and Xpn ∩Apn = ∅, Xpn ∪Apn =
pn(G).
Consider now the ambient process:
1̂[(n).n[(m).m[(n).0̂[in m.n[P ]|in n.n[Q]]|(n).m[in n.(m).0̂[m[P ]]]]]]
Its structure is described by the ambient-graph described in fig.11.
fig.11
1̂
(nbn1 ).n
bn
1
(mbn1 ).m
bn
1
(nbn2 ).0̂
in mbn1 .n
bn
2
P
in nbn2 .n
bn
2
Q
(nbn3 ).m
in nbn3 .(m
bn
2 ).0̂
mbn2
P
For this A-graph we haveAbn = {n
bn
2 ,m
bn
2 },Xbn = {n
bn
1 , n
bn
3 ,m
bn
1 }, ebn(n
bn
1 ) = {m
bn
1 }, ebn(n
bn
3 ) =
{mbn2 }, ebn(m
bn
1 ) = {n
bn
2 }.
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5.2 The congruence relation on A-graphs
In this subsection we will introduce a congruence relation that match the A-graphs describing
the same ambient process. The first idea is to ask for two congruent A-graphs to have bisimilar
structures and the bisimilar nodes to have identical labels up to the renaming of bound names
and private names respectively. For example the A-graphs in figures 12 and 13 models the same
process 1̂[CP .P |Cn.n[CQ.Q|CR.R]].
fig.12 fig.13
α
L1→ 1̂
p
L1→ (P,CP ) β
L1→ (n,Cn)
q
L1→ (Q,CQ) r
L1→ (R,CR)
γ
L2→ 1̂
u
L1→ (P,CP ) δ
L1→ (n,Cn)
v
L1→ (Q,CQ) w
L1→ (R,CR)
The labels of bisimilar nodes do not have to be identical when private names, or input names
are involved. Requiring for a one-to-one correspondence between the sets of private names and
between the sets of input names, respectively, is a solution only for well-founded A-graphs.
Indeed, consider the A-graphs in figures 14 and 15, where in both situations we have recursive
structures.
fig.14 fig.15
α
L1→ 1̂
γ
L1→ (npn1 , (νn
pn
1 ))
p
L1→ (P, ε) β
L1→ (npn2 , (νn
pn
2 ))
p
L1→ (P, ε)
α
L1→ 1̂
γ
L1→ (npn1 , (νn
pn
1 ))
p
L1→ (P, ε)
These A-graphs describe the processes (recX. (νn)n[P |(νn)n[P |X]]) and (recX. (νn)n[P |X])
which are structurally congruent, due to (Rec), hence the A-graphs should be congruent. In
this case a one-to-one correspondence between private (respective bound) names is not a satis-
factory requirement because the first A-graph has two private names while the second A-graph
has only one. Similar examples can be constructed for input names.
We then ask for two congruent A-graphs to have bisimilar flat systems and bisimilar systems
of bound names and of private names, respectively. Indeed, in our example the two systems of
private names are ζ-bisimilar if we define ζ(n1) = n1 and ζ(n2) = n1.
Definition 5.8. Let G, G′ be two A-graphs and φ ⊂ (Λ ∪ Λbn ∪ Λpn) × (Λ ∪ Λbn ∪ Λpn) a
relation between their sets of names that is extended to the instances of the names and of the
prefixes12 by:
1. if (u, v) ∈ φ then any instances of these names are in the relation φ,
2. if (u, v) ∈ φ ∩ (Λ× Λ) then (Mu,Mv) ∈ φ,
3. if (u, v) ∈ φ \ (Λ× Λ) and @w 6= v s.t. (u,w) ∈ φ then (Mu,Mv) ∈ φ,
4. if (u, v), (u,w) ∈ φ \ (Λ × Λ) then (Mu,Mv) ∈ φ only if this occurrence of Mv is in the
subdomain of v and not in the one of w
5. (〈M〉, 〈M ′〉) ∈ φ iff (M,M ′) ∈ φ; (ε, ε) ∈ φ; (〈c1, ...ck〉, 〈c
′
1, ...c
′
k〉) ∈ φ iff ∀i, (ci, c
′
i) ∈ φ.
A syntactical extension of φ, denoted by φ, is a relation between the sets of labels of G and G′
defined by
((m,C), (m′, C ′)) ∈ φ iff (m,m′), (C,C ′) ∈ φ
Definition 5.9. Let G = 〈E ,L〉, G′ = 〈E ′,L′〉 be two A-graphs with E = 〈X,A, e, α〉, and
E ′ = 〈X ′, A′, e′, α′〉. The two A-graphs are congruent, G ∼= G′, iff
12We denote by Mu a prefix involving the name u
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1. E ≡S E
′ where the bisimulation R is defined by a proper relation ζ of A to A′.
2. N bnG ≡S N
bn
G′ by the bisimulation relation defined by φbn ⊂ bn(G)× bn(G
′)
3. N pnG ≡S N
pn
G′ by the bisimulation relation defined by φpn ⊂ pn(G)× pn(G
′)
4. L(x1)φL
′(x2) for x1Rx2, where φ = φpn ∪ φbn ∪ idΛ∪Π
If we reconsider the A-graphs in figures 14 and 15, we observe that φpn = {(n
1, n1), (n2, n1)}
defines a substitutive-bisimulation between the two systems of private names, and defines the
relation between the labels of bisimilar A-graph nodes. Indeed, for wellfounded A-graphs (A-
graphs with wellfounded structures) the bisimulation of private names became a one-to-one
correspondence.
The role of the conditions 3 and 4 in the definition 5.8 is to prevent a situation like in
the following examples. The A-graph in fig.16 must be congruent with the one in fig.18 by
ζ(n1) = ζ(n2) = n1, but the same ζ does not have to give us a bisimulation between the A-
graphs in fig.17 and in fig.18, due to the fact that the position of in n1 in the A-graph 17 does
not simulate correctly the action of in n1 in the A-graph 18 (being in the domain of (νn2)).
fig.16 fig.17 fig.18
α
L1→ 1̂
γ
L1→ (n1, (νn1))
p
L1→ (P, ε) β
L1→ (n2, (νn2))
p
L1→ (P, in n2)
α
L1→ 1̂
γ
L1→ (n1, (νn1))
p
L1→ (P, ε) β
L1→ (n2, (νn2))
p
L1→ (P, in n1)
α
L1→ 1̂
γ
L1→ (n1, (νn1))
p
L1→ (P, in n1)
Theorem 5.1. The congruence relation over A-graphs is an equivalence relation.
Definition 5.10. We call the equivalence classes over G defined by the congruence relation ∼=
Ambient-Hierarchies (or A-hierarchies for short). We denote by A the set of all A-hierarchies.
We denote the A-hierarchy that contains the A-graph G by LGM.
We intend to use the A-hierarchies as models for ambient processes. Thus we define the
A-hierarchy as ”the pattern of the structure” up to the choice of the A-graph used to describe
it (the A-graph being dependent of the urelements involved in its flat system).
6 An algebra of Ambient-Hierarchies
In this section we define some operations over A-hierarchies that will organize algebraic struc-
tures over A. Our intention is to provide for A, algebraical structures isomorphic with those of
Ambient Calculi.
Lemma 6.1. Let G = 〈E ,L〉 be an A-graph with E = 〈X,A, e, α〉.
1. For any set S there is an A-graph G′ = 〈E ′,L′〉, E ′ = 〈X ′, A′, e′, α′〉 with G′ ∈ LGM (i.e.
G ∼= G′) such that S ∩ (X ′ ∪A′) = ∅.
2. Let S ⊆ 0 be a set cardinal-equivalent with X and R a set cardinal-equivalent with A,
S ∩ R = ∅. There is an A-graph G′ = 〈E ′,L′〉, E ′ = 〈S,R, e′, α′〉 with G′ ∈ LGM (i.e.
G ∼= G′).
Hereafter we denote by (n ↔ m) the substitution between the names n and m, and by
(A↔ B) the bijective substitution between two cardinal equivalent sets of names A and B.
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6.1 Atomical A-Hierarchies
The intuition behind the construction of an atomical A-hierarchy is to describe the A-hierarchy
for any process of the type 1̂[C.P ] where P is an atomical process and C is a chain of prefixes.
The atomical A-hierarchies have the same type of spatial structure.
Definition 6.1. We call atomical A-hierarchy the A-hierarchy LGM where G = 〈E ,L〉 with
E = 〈{α}, {p}, e, α〉, e(α) = {p} and L(α) = 1̂. If L(p) = (P,C) ∈ Mpr then we denote the
atomical A-graph G by {C.P}p and LGM by LC.P M. If C = ε we denote {ε.P}p by {P}p and its
A-hierarchy by LP M
Observe that the atomical A-hierarchies are correctly defined, because for all p, p′ we have
{C.P}p ∼= {C.P}p′ .
6.2 Parallel composition of A-Hierarchies
We define the parallel composition of two A-hierarchies. Consider the A-hierarchies in fig. 19
and 20. Then, intuitively, we intend to define the hierarchy described in fig.21 as the parallel
composition of them.
fig.19 : G1 fig.20 : G2 fig.21 : G1 ‖ G2
1̂
P n
m
S T
u
v
T
Q
1̂
n
nil m
s
P
1̂
P n
m
S T
u
v
T
Q n
nil m
s
P
A special care must be paid for the private and bound names in order to avoid clashing of
names.
Definition 6.2. Let H1, H2 ∈ A and Gi ∈ Hi, i = 1, 2. Suppose that Gi = 〈Ei,Li〉 with
Ei = 〈Xi, Ai, ei, αi〉 and (X1 ∪A1) ∩ (X2 ∪A2) = ∅
13. Let α ∈ 0 \ (X1 ∪A1 ∪X2 ∪A2).
Consider, for each n ∈ Λ such that nbni ∈ bn(G2), a set Rn ⊂ n
bn
I \ bn(G1) such that cardRn =
card(aritybnG2(n)). Let R = ∪nRn.
Consider also, for each n ∈ Λ such that npni ∈ pn(G2), a set Sn ⊂ n
pn
I \ pn(G1) such that
cardSn = card(arity
pn
G2
(n)). Let S = ∪nSn.
We construct the A-graph G = 〈E ,L〉 with E = 〈X,A, e, α〉 (called the parallel composition
of the A-graphs G1 and G2, denoted by G1 ‖ G2) by:
1. X = (X1 \ {α1}) ∪ (X2 \ {α1}) ∪ {α} and A = A1 ∪A2,
2. e : X → P(X ∪A) by e(α) =
⋃
i ei(α) and e(u) = ei(u) for u ∈ Xi \ {αi}
3. L : X ∪A→M by
L(u) =
{
(pn(G2)↔ S) ◦ (bn(G2)↔ R) ◦ L2(u) if u ∈ X2 ∪A2
L1(u) if u ∈ X1 ∪A1
Remark 6.1. The idea that motivates the first condition in the definition of L is that we need
to replace, in the second process, all the private and input names with unused ones. So, we
have bn(G1 ‖ G2) = bn(G1) ∪ R, and pn(G1 ‖ G2) = pn(G1) ∪ S. If pn(G1) ∩ pn(G2) = ∅
(respectively bn(G1) ∩ bn(G2) = ∅) then we can use S = pn(G2) (respectively R = bn(G2)).
Theorem 6.2. Suppose that G′1, G
′
2, and G
′′
1 , G
′′
2 are two couples of A-graphs, each couple
satisfying the requirements in definition 6.2. If G′1
∼= G′′1 and G
′
2
∼= G′′2 then G
′
1 ‖ G
′
2
∼= G′′1 ‖ G
′′
2 .
This result makes possible the following definition.
13By Lemma 6.1, for any A-hierarchies H1, H2 we can choose such A-graphs.
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Definition 6.3. Let H1, H2 be two A-hierarchies and G1 ∈ H1, G2 ∈ H2 be two A-graphs
satisfying the conditions in the definition 6.2. We call the A-hierarchy LG1 ‖ G2M the parallel
composition of the hierarchies H1 and H2 and we denote it by H1 ‖ H2.
Theorem 6.3. By construction, the relation ‖ on A-hierarchies is associative and commutative.
By construction, the relation ‖ on A-graphs (satisfying the requirements of the construction),
is associative and commutative modulo A-graphs congruence.
6.3 Root composition
We define here the way in which we can embed a given A-graph in a given location. Suppose
that we have the A-graph in fig.22, and we want to embed it in a location labelled bym = (n, ε).
We obtain than the A-graph described in fig. 23.
fig.22 : G fig.23 : (n, ε)bGe
1̂
P R Q
1̂
n
P R Q
Definition 6.4. Let G = 〈E ,L〉 with E = 〈X,A, e, α〉 be an A-graph, β ∈ 0 \ (X ∪ A),
and m = (n, ε) ∈ Mamb \ {1̂} with n ∈ Λ. We construct the A-graph G
′ = 〈E ′,L′〉 with
E ′ = 〈X ′, A′, e′, α〉 (called the mβ-rooted A-graph of G, denoted by mβbGe) by:
1. X = X ∪ {β}, and A′ = A,
2. e′ : X ′ → P(X ′ ∪A′) by e′(α) = {β}, e′(β) = e(α), and e′ = e on X \ {α}
3. L′ : X ′ ∪A′ →M by L′(α) = 1̂,L′(β) = m and L′ = L on (X \ {α}) ∪A
Theorem 6.4. Let G1, G2 be two A-graphs, m = (n, ε) ∈Mamb \ {1̂} and β′ ∈ 0 \ (X1 ∪A1),
β′′ ∈ 0 \ (X2 ∪A2). If G1 ∼= G2 then mβ′bG1e ∼= mβ′′bG2e.
This result makes possible the definition:
Definition 6.5. We call the A-hierarchy associated with the A-graph G′ constructed before
the m-rooted hierarchy of LGM. We denote it14 by mbLGMe.
6.4 Capability composition
We are interested as well in the possibility to add a sequence C of capabilities in front of a
given A-graph G, as in fig.24,25.
fig.24 : G fig.25 : C.G
1̂
C0.n
P R Q
1̂
C.C0.n
P R Q
Definition 6.6. Let G ∈ H ∈ A. Suppose that G = 〈E ,L〉 with E = 〈X,A, e, α〉 and e(α) =
{β} with L(β) = (n,C0) ∈Mpr∪Mamb. Let C ∈ Cap. We construct the A-graph G
′ = 〈E ,L′〉,
denoted by C.G, having the same flat system as G but different labels by:
1. If C = c consists of only one capability, then
(a) if c = ε, we define ε.G
def
= G
(b) if c = 〈M〉, we define 〈M〉.G iff G = {nil}p, and, in this case, 〈M〉.{nil}p
def
=
{〈M〉.nil}p
14Note that the choice of β is important only for A-graphs, but not for A-hierarchies.
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(c) if c = (nbni ), we define L
′(β) = (nbni ↔ n
bn
j )(n, 〈(n
bn
i ), C0〉), and L
′ = (nbni ↔ n
bn
j )◦L,
where j ∈ N \ aritybnG (n)
(d) if c /∈ {(nbni ), ε, 〈M〉}, we define L
′(β) = (n, 〈c, C0〉) and L
′ = L on (X ∪A) \ {β}
2. If C = 〈C ′, C ′′〉 then C.G
def
= C ′.(C ′′.G)
Theorem 6.5. If G,G′ are two A-graphs satisfying the requirements of the definition 6.6,
C ∈ Cap and G ∼= G′, then C.G ∼= C.G′.
This result allows us to propose the next definition.
Definition 6.7. Let G ∈ H ∈ A, and C ∈ Cap. We call the A-hierarchy LC.GM the capability
composition of H with C, and we denote it by C.H.
6.5 The private labels
Definition 6.8. Let G = 〈E ,L〉 with E = 〈X,A, e, α〉 be an A-graph with e(α) = {β}, L(β) =
(m,C) ∈ Mpr ∪Mamb, and n ∈ Λ \ {1̂, 0̂}. We denote by (new n)G the A-graph G′ = 〈E ,L′〉
with E identical with the flat system of G and L′ defined by L′(β) = (n ↔ npni )(m, 〈(νn), C〉)
and L′ = (n↔ npni ) ◦ L in rest, where i /∈ arity
pn
G (n).
We extend this definition by (new n)(G1 ‖ G2)
def
= (new n)(0̂[G1 ‖ G2])
Such a construction is represented in the next example. Having aritypnG (n) = {1, 2}, we use
the substitution (n↔ n3) to construct (new n).G.
fig.26 : G fig.27 : (new n)G
1̂
n
(νnpn1 ).n
pn
1
S T
u
T
n
nil (νnpn2 ).n
pn
2
P
1̂
(νnpn3 ).0̂
npn3
(νnpn1 ).n
pn
1
S T
u
T
npn3
nil (νnpn2 ).n
pn
2
P
Theorem 6.6. Let G1 ∼= G2 and n ∈ Λ then (new n)G1 ∼= (new n)G2.
This theorem makes possible the definition of the class (new n)LGM
def
= L(new n)GM.
Theorem 6.7. (new n)(new m)G ∼= (new m)(new n)G
6.6 Extended Compositions
If H,H1, H2 are A-hierarchies with G ∈ H,G1 ∈ H1, G2 ∈ H2 s.t. G1, G2 satisfy the require-
ments of parallel composition, C ⊂ Cap and m = (n, ε) ∈Mamb \ {1̂} and β ∈ 0 satisfying the
conditions of ambient composition w.r.t. G, we define:
1. (n,C)βbGe
def
= C.(n, ε)βbGe; (n,C)bHe
def
= C.(n, ε)bHe
2. C.(G1 ‖ G2)
def
= (0̂, C)βbG1 ‖ G2e; C.(H1 ‖ H2)
def
= (0̂, C)bH1 ‖ H2e
6.7 Generalized Parallel composition
Definition 6.9. Let H1, H2, ...Hn, ... ∈ A be a denumerable class of distinct A-hierarchies. For
each i we choose Gi = 〈Ei,Li〉 with Ei = 〈Xi, Ai, ei, α〉 such that (Xi ∪Ai) ∩ (Xj ∪Aj) = ∅ for
i 6= j.
Consider two denumerable classes (Ri)i ⊂ Λbn and (S
i)i ⊂ Λpn satisfying:
R1 = bn(G1), S
1 = pn(G1),
Ri = ∪nRin where for each n ∈ Λ with n
bn
j ∈ bn(Gi), we define R
i
n ⊂ n
bn
I \ R
i−1 such that
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cardRin = card(arity
bn
Gi
(n)),
Si = ∪nS
i
n where for each n ∈ Λ with n
pn
j ∈ pn(Gi), we define S
i
n ⊂ n
pn
I \ S
i−1 such that
cardSin = card(arity
pn
Gi
(n)).
We construct the A-graph G = 〈E ,L〉 with E = 〈X,A, e, α〉, α /∈ ∪i∈N(Xi ∪ Ai) (called the
generalized parallel composition of the class of A-graphs (Gi)i∈N, denoted ‖i∈N Gi) by:
1. X = ∪i∈N(Xi \ {αi}) and A = ∪i∈NAi,
2. e : X → P(X ∪A) by e(α) = ∪i∈Nei(α) and e(u) = ei(u) if u ∈ Xi \ {αi}
3. L : X ∪A→M by L(u) = (pn(Gi)↔ Si) ◦ (bn(Gi)↔ Ri) ◦ Li(u) if u ∈ Xi ∪Ai
Definition 6.10. We call the A-hierarchy L‖i∈N GiM the generalized parallel composition of the
class (Hi)i∈N of A-hierarchies and we denote it by ‖i∈N Hi. Additionally we define
• C.(‖i∈N Gi)
def
= (0̂, C)βb‖i∈N Gie
• C.(‖i∈N Hi)
def
= (0̂, C)b‖i∈N Hie
6.8 Recursive A-Hierarchies
Definition 6.11. Let G = 〈EG,LG〉 with EG = 〈XG, AG, eG, αG〉 and F = 〈EF ,LF 〉 with
EF = 〈XF , AF , eF , αF 〉 be two A-graphs with disjoint domains and P ∈ Π an atomical process
name involved in G. Suppose that B = {p1, , ...pk} = L
−1
G (P × Cap), LG(pi) = (P,Ci) for
each i = 1, k and R,S are constructed as in definition 6.2. Consider a set Γ = {γ1, ..., γk} ⊂ 0
disjoint of the domains of the two A-graphs and cardinal equivalent with B. We denote by
GΓ{P ← F} the A-graph E = 〈EE ,LE〉 with EE = 〈XE , AE , eE , αE〉 obtained by:
1. XE = XG ∪XF ∪ Γ, AE = (AG \B) ∪AF , αE = αG
2. eE(γi) = {αF }, eE = eG{pi ↔ γi} ∪ eF in rest
3. LE(γi) = (0̂, Ci),LE(αF ) = 0̂ and LE = LG∪((pn(F )↔ S)◦(bn(F )↔ R)◦LF |AF∪XF \{αF })
in rest.
The fig 28, 29, 30 describe this construction.
fig.28 : G fig.29 : F
αG
LG→ 1̂
β
LG→ n
p1
LG→ C1.P q
LG→ Q
δ
LG→ m
p2
LG→ C2.P
αF
LF→ 1̂
r
LF→ R s
LF→ S
fig.30 : GΓ{P ← F}
αG
LE→ 1̂
β
LE→ n
γ1
LE→ C1.0̂
r
LE→ R s
LE→ S
q
LE→ Q
δ
LE→ m
γ2
LE→ C2.0̂
r
LE→ R s
LE→ S
Theorem 6.8. Let F,G respectively F ′, G′ be two pairs of A-graphs satisfying the requirements
of the previous construction and, additionally, F ∼= F ′, G ∼= G′. Then GΓ{P ← F} ∼= G′Γ′{P ←
F ′}.
This result allows to introduce the next definition.
Definition 6.12. Let H1, H2 be two A-hierarchies. We define H1{P ← H2} = LGΓ{P ← F}M,
where H1 = LGM, H2 = LF M.
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Definition 6.13. Let G = 〈E ,L〉 with E = 〈X,A, e, α〉 be a non-atomical A-graph, P ∈ Π
a name involved in it, and B = L−11 (P × Cap) = {p1, ...pk} ⊆ A. Suppose that L(pi) =
(P,Ci). For a set Γ = {γ1, ...γk} ⊂ 0 \ (X ∪ A), we define the A-graph G
′ = 〈E ′,L′〉 with
E ′ = 〈X ′, A′, e′, α〉, denoted by (rec.P )Γ.G, by:
1. X ′ = X ∪ Γ, A′ = A \B
2. e′(γi) = (e(α)){pj ↔ γj} and e
′ = e{pj ↔ γj} in rest
3. L′(γi) = (0̂, Ci) and L
′ = L in rest.
We convey, in addition that (rec.P )Γ.{P}p
def
= {nil}p, that (rec.P )Γ.{Q}q
def
= {Q}q and that
(rec.P )Γ.G
def
= G if P is not involved in G.
In fig. 31, 32 is represented such a construction.
fig.31 : G fig.32 : (rec.P ){γ1,γ2}.G
1̂
β
L
→ (n,Cn)
p1
L
→ (P,C1) R p2
L
→ (P,C2)
1̂
β
L′
→ (n,Cn)
γ1
L′
→ (n, 〈C1, Cn〉) R γ2
L′
→ (n, 〈C2, Cn〉)
Theorem 6.9. If Γ and ∆ are two cardinal-equivalent sets of urelements fulfilling the conditions
of the previous construction, then (rec.P )Γ.G ∼= (rec.P )∆.G.
Theorem 6.10. If G1 ∼= G2 then (rec.P )Γ.G1 ∼= (rec.P )Γ.G2.
Definition 6.14. We define the A-hierarchy (rec.P ).H = L(rec.P )ΓGM where H = LGM
Theorem 6.11. (rec.P ).H ∼= H{P ← (rec.P ).H}.
Corollary 6.12. (recP )Γ.G ∼= G∆{P ← F}, where F ∼= (recP )Γ.G, F and (recP )Γ.G have
disjoint domains and Γ,∆ are cardinal equivalent sets.
6.9 Replication
In this section we consider the replication operator and we provide two distinct construction for
it. More precisely, we first handle replication as a generalized parallel composition and then,
we consider the recursion operator to implement the replication.
6.9.1 Replication as generalized parallel composition
Definition 6.15. Let G = 〈E ,L〉 with E = 〈X,A, e, α〉 be an A-graph. Consider two denumer-
able classes (Ri)i ⊂ Λbn and (Si)i ⊂ Λpn satisfying:
R1 = bn(G), S1 = pn(G),
Ri = ∪nR
i
n where for each n ∈ Λ with n
bn
j ∈ bn(G), we define R
i
n ⊂ n
bn
I \ R
i−1 such that
cardRin = card(arity
bn
G (n)),
Si = ∪nS
i
n where for each n ∈ Λ with n
pn
j ∈ pn(G), we define S
i
n ⊂ n
pn
I \ S
i−1 such that
cardSin = card(arity
pn
G (n)).
Let (f i)i∈N be a denumerable class of injective functions f
i : X ∪ A → 0 such that (X ∪
A) ∩ f i(X ∪A) = ∅ and for any u, v ∈ X ∪A and any i 6= j we have f i(u) 6= f j(v).
We call copies generator of G the triple 〈fi, R
i, Si〉i∈N. We call the i
th copy of G generated
by this copies generator the A-graph Gi = 〈Ei,Li〉 with Ei = 〈Xi, Ai, ei, αi〉 such that G ∼= Gi
by the substitution ζ = f i, bisimulation defined by xRx′ iff x′ = f i(x), and φ = (pn(G) ↔
Si) ◦ (bn(G)↔ Ri) ◦ id.
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This definition gives a way to generate, for each i ∈ N a copy Gi of a given A-graph G with
a disjunct domain. The same is true for any two different Gi and Gj . This mean that the class
(Gi)i∈N satisfies the requirements of the generalized parallel composition.
Hereby we define G∞
def
= ‖i∈N Gi. Of course, this definition depends on the copies generator
〈fi, R
i, Si〉i∈N, but the class LG
∞M is independent of this. For this reason, if H = LGM, we denote
LG∞M by H∞.
Theorem 6.13. 1. G ‖ G∞ ∼= (G∞)∞ ∼= G∞, 2. H ‖ H∞ = (H∞)∞ = H∞
6.9.2 Replication as recursion
Definition 6.16. Let G = 〈E ,L〉 with E = 〈X,A, e, α〉 be an A-graph, P ∈ Π a name not
involved in G and p, γ ∈ 0\ (X ∪A), p 6= γ. We define the A-graph r̂ecG
def
= (recP ){γ}.({P}p ‖
G) and, similarly, the A-hierarchy r̂ecH
def
= (recP ).({P} ‖ H).
Theorem 6.14. 1. G ‖ r̂ecG ∼= r̂ecG, 2. H ‖ r̂ecH = r̂ecH
7 The regular representation and equivalence of A-hierarchies
In this section we define an equivalence relation on A-hierarchies to provide a correct model for
the structural congruence on ambient processes. Such a definition, as the proofs in the next
sections, works inductively on the structures of A-hierarchies. For this purpose, in the first
subsection we prove that each A-hierarchy can be decomposed in atomical A-hierarchies.
7.1 The representation theorem
The results of this sub-section show that a complex A-graph (A-hierarchy) can be decomposed
in simpler ones, up to the level of atomical A-graphs (A-hierarchies), by using the algebraical
structures defined in the previous section.
Definition 7.1. We define the representation of an A-graph by:
1. If G ∼= G1 ‖ ... ‖ Gk we say that G can be represented by G1, ...Gk
2. If G ∼=‖i∈N Gi we say that G can be represented by (Gi)i∈N.
3. If G ∼= mβbG′e, or G ∼= C.G′, or G ∼= (new n)G′ we say that G can be represented by G′
4. If G ∼= (recP )ΓG
′, we say that G can be represented by G′
5. If G can be represented by G1, ...Gk and if G1 can be represented by F1, ..., Fp, we say
that G can be represented by F1, ...Fp, G2, ...Gk.
The previous 5 conditions define the algebraical representation. The conditions 1,3,5 define
the simple representation. The conditions 1,2,3,5 define the denumerable representation. The
conditions 1,3,4,5 define the recursive representation.
We extend these representation concepts canonically from A-graphs to A-hierarchies.
Theorem 7.1 (The representation theorem). Let G ∈ H ∈ A.
1. G can be algebraically represented by a set of atomical A-graphs; H can be algebraically
represented by a set of atomical A-hierarchies and this representation is unique.
2. If G is wellfounded, it can be denumerably represented by a set of atomical A-graphs and H
can be denumerably represented by a set of atomical A-hierarchies and this representation
is unique.
3. If G is hereditarily finite, it can be recursively represented by a set of atomical A-graphs and
H can be recursively represented by a set of atomical A-hierarchies and this representation
is unique.
4. If G is wellfounded hereditarily finite, it can be simply represented by a set of atomical
A-graphs and H can be simply represented by a set of atomical A-hierarchies and this
representation is unique.
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7.2 The equivalence of A-Hierarchies
A-hierarchies are congruence classes of A-graphs that have bisimilar set-theoretical structures.
Still, not all the A-graphs intuitively corresponding to structural congruent ambient processes
are in the same A-hierarchy. Indeed, A-graphs containing null processes, or transparent ambi-
ents as labels have different structures than those in which these nodes are reduced. Moreover,
with the rules (ResAmb) and (ResPar) of the structural congruence on ambient processes, the
positions of (νn) in a process can vary, hence the configuration in the system of private names
of a process is not fixed. For this reasons we define an equivalence relation on A-hierarchies in
order to provide a correct model for the structural equivalence on processes.
Definition 7.2. We define the relation ≈⊂ A×A by:
1. ≈ associates the A-hierarchies:
(a) (new n)(H1 ‖ H2) ≈ H1 ‖ (new n)H2 if n /∈ fn(H1)
(b) (new n)(m, ε)bHe ≈ (m, ε)b(new n)He if n 6= m
(c) (new n)nil ≈ nil
2. ≈ is insensitive with respect to the transparent ambient and null atomical process:
(a) 0̂bHe ≈ H (b) H ‖ {nil} ≈ H (c) {nil}∞ ≈ {nil}
3. ≈ is closed with respect to structural composition, i.e. if H1 ≈ H2 then:
(a) (new n)H1 ≈ (new n)H2 (b) H1 ‖ H3 ≈ H2 ‖ H3 (c) nbH1e ≈ nbH2e
(d) C.H1 ≈ C.H2 (e) (recP ).H1 ≈ (recP ).H2
(f) if Hi ≈ H ′i for i ∈ N then ‖i∈N Hi ≈‖i∈N H
′
i
4. ≈ is equivalence-closed:
(a) H ≈ H (b) H1 ≈ H2 ⇒ H2 ≈ H1 (c) H1 ≈ H2, H2 ≈ H3 ⇒ H1 ≈ H3
8 The isomorphism
So far we have defined two algebraical structures:
• One over the class of A-graphs, (G,∼=, ‖, ‖i∈N,mβb e,M. , r̂ec,
∞ , (new n), (rec X)Γ.),
• One over the class of A-hierarchies, (A,≈, ‖, ‖i∈N,mb e,M. , r̂ec,∞ , (new n), (rec X). )
Later in this section we will define also a relation =⇒ between A-hierarchies to simulate the
reduction relation on ambient processes.
We identify a few classes of important A-hierarchies. We denote by Awf , the class of
wellfounded A-hierarchies, by Afin, the class of hereditarily finite A-hierarchies, and by Afinwf ,
the class of hereditarily finite wellfounded A-hierarchies.
In this section we prove that:
• the algebraical structure of classical Ambient Calculus without replication
(P,≡, |,m[ ],M. , (νn),→) is isomorphic with the structure of wellfounded hereditarily
finite A-hierarchies (Afinwf ,≈, ‖,mb e,M. , (new n),=⇒),
• the algebraical structure of classical Ambient Calculus enriched with denumerable par-
allel composition (P∞,≡, |, |i∈N,m[ ],M. , !, (νn) →) is isomorphic with the structure of
wellfounded A-hierarchies if we interpret the replication of A-hierarchies as denumerable
parallel composition (Awf ,≈, ‖, ‖i∈N,mb e,M. ,∞ , (new n)),
• the algebraical structure of Recursive Ambient Calculus without replication
(Prec,≡, |,m[ ],M. , (νn), (rec.X ),→) is isomorphic with the structure of hereditarily
finite A-hierarchies (Afinwf ,≈, ‖,mb e,M. , (new n), (rec.X ),=⇒),
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• the algebraical structure of the Recursive Ambient Calculus with denumerable parallel
composition, (P∞rec,≡, |, |i∈N,m[ ],M. , !, (νn), (rec.X ),→) is isomorphic with the struc-
ture of all class of A-hierarchies if we interpret replication of A-hierarchies as denumerable
parallel composition (A,≈, ‖, ‖i∈N,mb e,M. ,
∞ , (new n), (rec.X ),=⇒).
Note that we avoided to interpret the replication of A-hierarchies in the recursive paradigm,
because the recursivity is neither distributive, nor idempotent, i.e. we do not have r̂ec(H1 ‖
H2) ≈ r̂ecH1 ‖ r̂ecH2 or r̂ec(r̂ecH) ≈ r̂ecH. Later when we extend the operational semantics
of Ambient Calculus in the section 9, we will also extend the relation ≈. With this extension, we
will prove in the section 10, the isomorphisms are preserved also when replication is interpreted
as recursion.
For the moment we focus on the discussed structures. We now define inductively two
functions, J K that associates to each recursive ambient process P an A-hierarchy JP K and p q
that associates to each A-hierarchy H, a recursive ambient process pHq. Then restrictions of
these functions to appropriate domains give us the wanted isomorphisms.
Definition 8.1.
J K : P∞rec → A p q : A → P
∞
rec
1. JP K
def
= {P}, if P atomical process 1’. p{P}q
def
= P
2. JP |QK
def
= JP K ‖ JQK 2’. pH1 ‖ H2q
def
= pH1q|pH2q
3. JC.P K
def
= C.JP K 3’. pC.Hq
def
= C.pHq
4. Jn[P ]K
def
= (n, ε)bJP Ke, n ∈ Λ 4’. p(n, ε)bHeq
def
= n[pHq], n ∈ Λ
5. J(νn)P K
def
= (new n)JP K 5’. p(new n)Hq
def
= (νn)pHq
6. J(rec X.P )K
def
= (rec X).JP K 6’. p(rec X).Hq
def
= (rec X.pHq)
7. JPi|i∈NK
def
= JPiK ‖i∈N 7’. pHi ‖i∈Nq
def
= pHiq|i∈N
8. J!P K
def
= JP K∞ 8’. pH∞q
def
= !pHq
Theorem 8.1. If P ∈ P∞rec and H ∈ A then pJP Kq = P and JpHqK = H.
Corollary 8.2. 1. JPK = Afinwf and pA
fin
wf q = P
2. JP∞K = Awf and pAwfq = P
∞
3. JPrecK = A
fin and pAfinq = Prec
4. JP∞recK = A and pAq = P
∞
rec
8.1 The first theorem of isomorphism: The structures
Theorem 8.3. 1. If P,Q ∈ P∞rec and P ≡ Q then JP K ≈ JQK.
2. If H1, H2 ∈ A and H1 ≈ H2 then pH1q ≡ pH2q.
Hereafter we denote by
iso
v two isomorphic structures. As a consequence of the definition
8.1 and of the theorems 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3 we obtain the next result:
Theorem 8.4 (The first theorem of isomorphism). Being the notations proposed before,
1. The algebraical structure of classical Ambient Calculus without replication is isomorphic
with the algebraical structure of wellfounded hereditarily finite A-hierarchies by the function J K.
(P,≡, |,m[ ],M. , (νn))
iso
v (Afinwf ,≈, ‖,mb e,M. , (new n))
2. The algebraical structure of Ambient Calculus with denumerable parallel composition is
isomorphic with the structure of wellfounded A-hierarchies by the function J K if we interpret
replication of A-hierarchies by denumerable parallel composition.
(P∞,≡, |, |i∈N,m[ ],M. , !, (νn))
iso
v (Awf ,≈, ‖, ‖i∈N,mb e,M. ,∞ , (new n)).
3. The algebraical structure of Recursive Ambient Calculus without replication is isomorphic
with the structure of hereditarily finite A-hierarchies by the function J K.
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(Prec,≡, |,m[ ],M. , (νn), (rec.X ))
iso
v (Afin,≈, ‖,mb e,M. , (new n), (rec.P )).
4. The algebraical structure of Recursive Ambient Calculus with denumerable parallel com-
position is isomorphic with the structure of A-hierarchies by the function J K if we interpret
replication of A-hierarchies by denumerable parallel composition.
(P∞rec,≡, |, |i∈N,m[ ],M. , !, (νn), (rec.X ))
iso
v (A,≈, ‖, ‖i∈N,mb e,M. ,∞ , (new n), (rec.P )).
8.2 The second theorem of isomorphism: The reductions
Before we studied ambient processes as statical entities, now we go further to analyze how
reductions impact on the structure.
Definition 8.2. Consider the relation =⇒⊆ A×A over the class of A-hierarchies by:
1. (In-Rule):(m, ε)bin n.H1 ‖ H2e ‖ (n, ε)bH3e =⇒ (n, ε)bH3 ‖ (m, ε)bH1 ‖ H2ee
2. (Out-Rule):(n, ε)bH3 ‖ (m, ε)bout n.H1 ‖ H2ee =⇒ (m, ε)bH1 ‖ H2e ‖ (n, ε)bH3e
3. (Open-Rule):open n.H1 ‖ (n, ε)bH2e =⇒ H1 ‖ H2
4. (Comm-Rule):(x).H ‖ 〈M〉.{nil} =⇒ H{x←M}
5. (Par-Rule):If H1 =⇒ H2 then H1 ‖ H =⇒ H2 ‖ H
6. (DenPar-Rule):If Hi =⇒ H ′i for each i ∈ N, then Hi ‖i∈N=⇒ H
′
i ‖i∈N
7. (Amb-Rule):If H1 =⇒ H2 then mbH1e =⇒ mbH2e
8. (New-Rule):If H1 =⇒ H2 then (new n)H1 =⇒ (new n)H2
9. (Closure-Rule):If H ′1 =⇒ H
′
2, H
′
1 ≈ H
′′
1 and H
′
2 ≈ H
′′
2 then H
′′
1 =⇒ H
′′
2
We denote by =⇒+ the transitive closure of =⇒.
Theorem 8.5 (The second theorem of isomorphism). Being the notations proposed before,
1. (P,−→)
iso
v (Afinwf ,=⇒), the isomorphism being defined by J K.
2. (P∞,−→)
iso
v (Awf ,=⇒), the isomorphism being defined by J K.
3. (Prec,−→)
iso
v (Afin,=⇒), the isomorphism being defined by J K.
4. (P∞rec,−→)
iso
v (A,=⇒), the isomorphism being defined by J K.
The first and second theorems of isomorphism allow us to state the following result.
Theorem 8.6 (The general theorem of isomorphism). Being the notations proposed,
1. (P,≡, |,m[ ],M. , (νn),−→)
iso
v (Afinwf ,≈, ‖,mb e,M. , (new n),=⇒)
2. (P∞,≡, |, |i∈N,m[ ],M. , !, (νn),−→)
iso
v (Awf ,≈, ‖, ‖i∈N,mb e,M. ,∞ , (new n),=⇒).
3. (Prec,≡, |,m[ ],M. , (νn), (rec.X ),−→)
iso
v (Afin,≈, ‖,mb e,M. , (new n), (rec.P ),=⇒).
4. (P∞rec,≡, |, |i∈N,m[ ],M. , !, (νn), (rec.X),−→)
iso
v (A,≈, ‖, ‖i∈N,mb e,M. ,∞ , (new n), (rec.P ),=⇒)
9 Recursive Ambient Calculus
In this section we reconsider the recursive ambient processes as defined in sub-section 3.2.
Following the intuition that the recursive ambients are nothing more than non-wellfounded
A-hierarchies we will propose an extension of the structural congruence using the patterns of
structural unfoldings of processes, a method used in analyzing infinite trees, [4].
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9.1 The structural unfolding of an ambient process
For any ambient process we define:
Definition 9.1. Let P ∈ P∞. The structural depth of P , depth(P ) is defined by:
1. if P is an atomical process depth(P )
def
= 0
2. if P = 0̂[Q] then depth(P )
def
= depth(Q)
3. if P = n[Q], n 6= 0̂ then depth(P )
def
= depth(Q) + 1
4. if P = Q|R then depth(P )
def
= max(depth(Q), depth(R))
5. if P = |i∈NQi then depth(P )
def
= max(depth(Qi))
6. if P = M.Q then depth(P )
def
= depth(Q)
7. if P = (νn)Q then depth(P )
def
= depth(Q)
8. if P =!Q then depth(P )
def
= depth(Q)
Remark 9.1. Obviously, if P ≡ Q then depth(P ) = depth(Q). Hence, we can consistently add
this as a condition on the previous definition in order to extend it to P∞rec.
Definition 9.2. For P ∈ P∞rec we define the structural depth of P by the conditions 1-8 of
definition 9.1 together with:
9. if P ≡ Q then depth(P )
def
= depth(Q)
10. if X is a free identifier, then depth(X)
def
= 0
Theorem 9.1. The depth of a classical ambient process (possibly involving denumerable parallel
composition) is finite.
Theorem 9.2 (Classical Ambients vs Recursive Ambients). P Ã Prec; P∞ Ã P∞rec
Proof. Consider the recursive process (recX.n[X]) ∈ Prec with n 6= 0̂. Then (recX.n[X]) ≡
n[(recX.n[X])] by (Rec), so depth(recX.n[X]) = depth(recX.n[X]) + 1 by the definition 9.1.
Hence depth(X) = ℵ0. This result proves that P Ã Prec. We can prove the other case by using
the process |i∈NPi, where Pi = (recX.ni[X]).
The above theorem says that replication is not expressive enough for describing all the
recursive ambients. We now introduce the pattern of unfoldings.
Definition 9.3. Let P ∈ P∞rec. We define, inductively on finite ordinals, the denumerable
pattern of unfoldings of the process P as being a sequence (P α)α<ℵ0 ⊂ P
∞ with the properties:
1. if P is an atomical process then Pα
def
= P
2. if P = c.Q then Pα
def
= c.Qα
3. if P = Q|R then Pα
def
= Qα|Rα
4. if P = |i∈NQi then P
α def= |i∈NQ
α
i
5. if P = n[Q] then P 0
def
= nil and for α > 0, Pα
def
= n[Qα−1]
6. if P = (νn)Q then Pα
def
= (νn)Qα
7. if P =!Q then Pα
def
= !Qα
8. if P = (recX.Q) then P 0
def
= nil, and for α > 0 Pα
def
= Qα−1{Xβ ← P β} for β ≤ α− 1.
We refer to the process Pα ∈ P∞ as the unfolding of rank α < ℵ0 of P .
Example 9.3. Consider the next process where Q,R, S, T are atomical processes and Ci prefixes
P = 1̂[C1.n[C2.R|C3.m[C4.s[C5.T ]|C6.S]|C7.m[C8.u[C9.v[C10.Q]|C11.T ]]|C12.R]], then
P 0 = nil,
P 1 = 1̂[C1.nil],
P 2 = 1̂[C1.n[C2.R|C3.nil|C7.nil|C12.R]],
P 3 = 1̂[C1.n[C2.R|C3.m[C4.nil|C6.S]|C7.m[C8.nil]|C12.R]],
P 4 = 1̂[C1.n[C2.R|C3.m[C4.s[C5.T ]|C6.S]|C7.m[C8.u[C9.nil|C11.T ]]|C12.R]],
P 5 = 1̂[C1.n[C2.R|C3.m[C4.s[C5.T ]|C6.S]|C7.m[C8.u[C9.v[C10.Q]|C11.T ]]|C12.R]]
and hereafter the sequence is stationary and equal with P .
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Consider now the process P = (recX.m[X]) then
P 0 = (recX.m[X])0 = (m[(recX.m[X])])0 = nil
P 1 = (m[(recX.m[X])])1 = m[P 0] = m[nil]
P 2 = (m[(recX.m[X])])2 = m[m[P 0]] = m[m[nil]]
P 3 = (m[(recX.m[X])])3 = m[m[m[P 0]]] = m[m[m[nil]]], etc
the sequence will never be stationary.
Remark 9.2. Observe that a pattern of unfoldings is nothing more than a denumerable sequence
of wellfounded ambient processes. We denote by Seq(P∞) the class of these sequences. Ob-
viously, for a given P ∈ P∞rec and a given α < ℵ0, P
α is unique up to identity. In extenso,
the pattern of unfoldings of a given process is unique as well. But if we consider two equiva-
lent processes, like P and Q = 0̂[0̂[P ]] then their patterns are not identical anymore. Indeed, if
P 0, P 1, P 2, ... is the pattern of P , the pattern of Q is Q0 = 0, Q1 = 0̂[nil] = nil,Q2 = 0̂[0̂[P
0]] =
P 0, Q3 = P 1, .... In this case, the pattern of Q is ”delayed” with respect to the pattern of P . We
will define further an equivalence relation over patterns of unfoldings to handle this anomaly.
Corollary 9.4. For any P ∈ P∞rec we have depth(P
α) ≤ α. If depth(P ) = α < ℵ0 then for
any α < β < ℵ0 we have P β ≡ Pα.
Corollary 9.5. (P{X ← Q})α ≡ Pα{Xβ ← Qβ} for all β ≤ α.
Theorem 9.6. (recX.X)α ≡ nil
Corollary 9.7. If P ∈ P∞ then ∃k < ℵ0, P
k ≡ P and P k+s ≡ P for any s.
9.2 An extension of the operational semantics
With the remark 9.2, we can consider the next definition.
Definition 9.4. The construction of the pattern of unfoldings of a process is a function u :
P∞rec → Seq(P
∞), and the construction of the α-unfolding is a function uα : P
∞
rec → P
∞.
Definition 9.5. Let P ′ = (P ′i )i<ℵ0 ,P
′′ = (P ′′i )i<ℵ0 ∈ Seq(P
∞), (Pi)i∈N ⊆ Seq(P
∞) a denu-
merable set of sequences, and M a prefix. We define the parallel composition, denumerable
parallel composition, ambient composition, and prefixing for sequences of classical ambient pro-
cesses by:
| : Seq(P∞)× Seq(P∞)→ Seq(P∞), P ′|P ′′
def
= (P ′i |P
′′
i )i<ℵ0 ;
! : Seq(P∞)→ Seq(P∞), !P ′
def
= (!P ′i )i<ℵ0
|i∈N : Seq(P
∞)× Seq(P∞)× Seq(P∞)× ...→ Seq(P∞), |i∈NP
i def= (|i∈NP
i
j )j<ℵ0 ;
[ ] : Seq(P∞)×Seq(P∞)→ Seq(P∞), P ′[P ′′]
def
= (P ′i [P
′′
i ])i<ℵ0 , if P
′ is the pattern for a process
of the type n[nil];
M. : Seq(P∞)→ Seq(P∞), M.P ′
def
= (M.P ′i )i<ℵ0 .
Definition 9.6. We call two denumerable sequences of classical ambient processes P ′ =
(P ′i )i<ℵ0 ,P
′′ = (P ′′i )i<ℵ0 ∈ Seq(P
∞) equivalent, denoted by P ′ ∼ P ′′ if one of the follow-
ing conditions is satisfied:
1. P ′1 = ... = P
′
k = nil, and P
′
k+s ≡ P
′′
s for any s < ℵ0 or P
′′
1 = ... = P
′′
k = nil, and
P ′′k+s ≡ P
′
s for any s < ℵ0
2. P ′ = Q′1|Q
′
2, P
′′ = Q′′1 |Q
′′
2 , Q
′
1 ∼ Q
′′
1 and Q
′
2 ∼ Q
′′
2 , where Q
′
1,Q
′′
1 ,Q
′
2,Q
′′
2 ∈ Seq(P
∞)
3. P ′ = |i∈NQ
′
i, P
′′ = |i∈NQ
′′
i , Q
′
i ∼ Q
′′
i for any i = 1, n, where (Q
′
i)i∈N, (Q
′′
i )i∈N ⊂ Seq(P
∞)
4. P ′ =!Q′, P ′′ =!Q′′, and Q′ ∼ Q′′, where Q′,Q′′ ∈ Seq(P∞)
5. P ′ = Q′1[Q
′
2], P
′′ = Q′′1 [Q
′′
2 ], Q
′
1 ∼ Q
′′
1 and Q
′
2 ∼ Q
′′
2 , where Q
′
1,Q
′′
1 ,Q
′
2,Q
′′
2 ∈ Seq(P
∞)
6. P ′ = M.Q′, P ′′ = M.Q′′, and Q′ ∼ Q′′, where Q′,Q′′ ∈ Seq(P∞)
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Remark 9.3. Since each element Pi of P is wellfounded, P must be wellfounded with respect
to the relations previously introduced on sequences.
Theorem 9.8. 1. u(n[P ]) ∼ u(n)[u(P )]
2. u(P |Q) ∼ u(P )|u(Q)
3. u(Pi|i∈N) ∼ u(Pi)|i∈N
4. u(!P ) ∼!u(P )
5. u(M.P ) ∼M.u(P ).
Theorem 9.9. ∼ is an equivalence relation over Seq(P∞).
Theorem 9.10. 1. If P,Q ∈ P∞rec and P ≡ Q then u(P ) ∼ u(Q).
2. If P,Q ∈ P∞ then P ≡ Q iff u(P ) ∼ u(Q).
Remark 9.4. ∼ is a generalization of ≡, for classical ambient processes being equivalent with the
structural congruence. The theorem 9.10 suggests using the equivalence between the patterns
of unfoldings as a definition for congruence over P∞rec.
Definition 9.7. Let P,Q ∈ P∞rec. We call the two processes pattern-structural-congruent and
we write P ≡+ Q iff u(P ) ∼ u(Q), i.e. iff their patterns of unfoldings are equivalent.
This definition gives us the properties of distributivity and idempotence of recursion that
could not be derived with the previous rules of structural congruence.
Theorem 9.11 (The distributivity of recursion). If P,Q are processes that do not contain
any free occurrence of X, then (recX.X|P |Q) ≡+ (recX.X|P )|(recX.X|Q)
Proof. Let R = (recX.X|P |Q) then
R0 = nil
R1 = (X|P |Q)0{X0 ← R0} ≡ R0|P 0|Q0 ≡ P 0|Q0
R2 = (X|P |Q)1{X1 ← R1} ≡ R1|P 1|Q1 ≡ P 0|Q0|P 1|Q1, etc
can be proved by induction that Rk+1 ≡ P 0|Q0|P 1|Q1|...|P k|Qk.
Let S = (recX.X|P ) and T = (recX.X|Q), then
(S|T )0 ≡ S0|T 0 ≡ nil
(S|T )1 ≡ S1|T 1 ≡ P 0|Q0
(S|T )2 ≡ S2|T 2 ≡ P 0|P 1|Q0|Q1, etc
can be proved inductively that (S|T )k+1 ≡ P 0|P 1|...|P k|Q0|Q1|...|Qk.
Hence Rk ≡ (S|T )k, so u(R) ∼ u(S|T ), q.e.d.
Theorem 9.12 (The idempotence of recursion). If X,Y, Z are not free names in P then
(recX.X|(recY.Y |P )) ≡+ (recZ.Z|P ).
Proof. Let R = (recX.X|P ) and Q = (recY.Y |R) and we prove that R ≡+ Q. We have
R0 = nil ≡ nil|nil|nil|...
R1 = (X|P )0{X0 ← R0} ≡ R0|P 0 ≡ P 0|nil|nil|...
R2 = (X|P )1{X1 ← R1} ≡ R1|P 1 ≡ P 1|P 0|nil|nil|..., etc
can be proved by induction that Rk+1 ≡ P k|...|P 1|P 0|nil|nil|....
Q0 = nil ≡ nil|nil|nil|...
Q1 ≡ R0 = nil ≡ nil|nil|nil|...
Q2 ≡ R0|R1 ≡ P 0|nil|nil|nil|...
Q3 ≡ R0|R1|R2 ≡ P 0|(P 0|P 1)|nil|nil|...
can be proved inductively that Qk+2 = P 0|(P 0|P 1)|(P 0|P 1|P 2)...|(P 0|...|P k)|nil|nil|...
If we denote by Q the sequence of Qi, by R the sequence of Ri, and by P i the sequence
nil, nil, ...nil, P 0, P 1, ... which begins with i of nil then we have just proved thatR ∼ P0|P1|P2|...
and that Q ∼ P0|(P0|P1)|(P0|P1|P2)...|(P0|...|Pk)|nil|nil|..... But, for each i < ℵ0 we have
u(P ) ∼ P i, hence u(!P ) ∼!u(P ) ∼ Q ∼ R. q.e.d.
Now we can prove that !P and (recX.X|P ) are (pattern-) structural congruent processes if
in P there is no free occurrence of X.
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Theorem 9.13. If in P there is no free occurrence of X then
1. (recX.X|P ) ≡+!P 2. (recX.X|X|...|X︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
|P ) ≡+!P 3. (recX.!X|P ) ≡+!P
Proof. 1. Let Q = (recX.X|P ) then
Q0 = (recX.X|P )0 = nil ≡+ nil|nil|nil|...
Q1 = (recX.X|P )1 = (X|P )0{X0 ← Q0} = (X0{X0 ← Q0})|P 0 = Q0|P 0 ≡+ P 0|nil|nil|...
Q2 = (recX.X|P )2 = X1|P 1{X1 ← Q1} = Q1|P 1 ≡+ P 1|P 0|nil|nil|...
Q3 = (recX.X|P )3 = (X2|P 2){X2 ← Q2} = Q2|P 2 ≡+ P 2|P 1|P 0|nil|nil|...
In the general case it can be proved inductively on k that Qk = P k−1|P k−2|...|P 1|P 0|nil|nil|...:
Indeed Qk = (recX.X|P )k = (Xk−1|P k−1){Xk−1 ← Qk−1} = Qk−1|P k−1 where we can use
the inductive premises.
If we denote by Q this sequence and by P i the sequence nil, nil, ...nil, P 0, P 1, ... which begins
with i of nil then we just proved that Q ∼ P0|P1|P2|.... But, for each i < ℵ0 we have
u(P ) ∼ P i, hence u(!P ) ∼!u(P ) ∼ Q. q.e.d.
2. Let Q = (recX.X|X|...|X︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
|P ) then
Q0 = (recX.X|X|...|X︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
|P )0 = nil ≡+ nil|nil|nil|...
Q1 = (recX.X|X|...|X︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
|P )1 = (X|X|...|X︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
|P )0{X0 ← Q0} = (X0|X0|...|X0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
{X0 ← Q0})|P 0 =
Q0|Q0|...|Q0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
|P 0 ≡+ P 0|nil|nil|...
Q2 = (recX.X|X|...|X︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
|P )2 = X1|X1|...|X1︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
|P 1{X1 ← Q1} = Q1|Q1|...|Q1︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
|P 1 ≡+ P 1|P 0|P 0|...|P 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
|nil|nil|...
Q3 = (recX.X|X|...|X︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
|P )3 = (X2|X2|...|X2︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
|P 2){X2 ← Q2} = Q2|Q2|...|Q2︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
|P 2
≡+ P 2|P 2|...|P 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
2k times
|P1|P1|...|P1︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
|P 0|nil|nil|...
In the general case it can be proved inductively on k that
Qn = Pn−1|Pn−1|...|Pn−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n−1)k times
|Pn−2|Pn−2|...|Pn−2︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n−2)k times
|...|P 1|P 1|...|P 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
|P 0|nil|nil|...:
If we denote by Q this sequence and by P i the sequence nil, nil, ...nil, P 0, P 1, ... which begins
with i of nil then we just proved that Q ∼ P0| P1|P1|...|P1︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
| P2|P2|...|P2︸ ︷︷ ︸
2k times
|.... But, for each
i < ℵ0 we have u(P ) ∼ P i, hence u(!P ) ∼!u(P ) ∼ Q due to the fact that ℵ0 × k = ℵ0 for
k < ℵ0. q.e.d.
3.For Q = (recX.!X|P ) = (recX.X|X|...︸ ︷︷ ︸
ℵ0
|P ) we can be proved similarly that
Qk+1 = P 0|P 0|...︸ ︷︷ ︸
ℵ0
|P 1|P 1|...︸ ︷︷ ︸
ℵ0
|...|P k|P k|...︸ ︷︷ ︸
ℵ0
using the fact that ℵ0 × k = ℵ0. Now, using the com-
mutativity of parallel composition we have
Qk+1 = P 0|(P 0|P 1)|(P 0|P 1|P 2)|...(P 0|P 1...|P k)|(P 0|P 1...|P k|nil)|(P 0|P 1...|P k|nil|nil)...
If we denote by Q this sequence and by P i the sequence nil, nil, ...nil, P 0, P 1, ... which begins
with i of nil then we have just proved thatQ ∼ P0(P0|P1)|(P0|P1|P2)|...(P0|P1...|Pk)|(P0|P1...|Pk|Pk+1)|....
But, for each i < ℵ0 we have u(P ) ∼ P i, hence u(!P ) ∼!u(P ) ∼ Q due to the fact that
ℵ0 × ℵ0 = ℵ0. q.e.d.
Remark 9.5. To remain consistent with the intension of the classical Ambient Calculus, we
replace the reduction rule
(≡ −Rule) : P ′ ≡ P, P → Q,Q ≡ Q′ ⇒ P ′ → Q′
with the extended rule:
(≡+ −Rule) : P ′ ≡+ P, P → Q,Q ≡+ Q′ ⇒ P ′ → Q′
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9.3 Linear versus nonlinear recursive processes
We use the notation P ↓ Q to express that P = n[Q] with n 6= 0̂ or that P = M.Q with M 6= ε
and we denote by ↓+ the transitive closure of it. We use the notation P ⇓ Q to express that
P = n[Q] with n 6= 0̂ and we denote by ⇓+ the transitive closure of it.
Definition 9.8. Let (recX.P ) be a recursive ambient process. We call it nonlinear if there is
at least one occurrence of X in P such that P ↓+ X, otherwise we call it linear. We call the
process proper nonlinear if there is at least one occurrence of X such that P ⇓+ X.
With this definition, using the Theorem 9.13 we obtain that always a linear recursive process
is (pattern-) structurally congruent with a classical one involving replication, as stated in the
next theorem.
Theorem 9.14. Any linear recursive ambient process is pattern-structural congruent with a
classical ambient process (involving replication).
Theorem 9.15. If P is a recursive proper nonlinear process, then depth(P ) = ℵ0.
Proof. Let P = (recX.Q) with Q ⇓+ X. depth(P ) = depth(Q{X ← P}) and because Q ⇓+ X,
we have depth(P ) = depth(P ) + k, where k > 0 is the depth where we can find the first
occurrence of X. Hence, depth(P ) = ℵ0.
Due to the Theorem 9.1, the depth of a classical ambient process is finite, thus the previous
theorem proves that there is no classical ambient process (pattern-) structurally congruent with
a proper non-linear recursive process. Hence, the Recursive Ambient Calculus is strictly more
expressive than the classical one (even enriched with denumerable parallel composition).
Not only the proper nonlinear processes have structures that cannot be described by classical
processes (with replication), but all the nonlinear processes. Consider the process (recX.c.X|P )
with c 6= ε. At any level, this process is a parallel composition of P and a complex process
guarded by c. It seems impossible to express this process by using denumerable parallel com-
position and, hence, replication. In order to prove this we will define a new concept of depth
of a process that is sensitive to prefixes.
Definition 9.9. Let P ∈ P∞rec. depth(P ) is defined by:
1. if P is an atomical process depth(P )
def
= 0
2. if P = 0̂[Q] then depth(P )
def
= depth(Q)
3. if P = n[Q], n 6= 0̂ then depth(P )
def
= depth(Q) + 1
4. if P = Q|R then depth(P )
def
= max(depth(Q), depth(R))
5. if P = |i∈NQi then depth(P )
def
= maxi∈N(depth(Qi))
6. if P = M.Q, M 6= ε then depth(P )
def
= depth(Q) + 1
7. if P = (νn)Q with Q 6= nil then depth(P )
def
= depth(Q) + 1, and depth((νn)nil)
def
= nil
8. if P =!Q then depth(P )
def
= depth(Q)
9. if P ≡ Q then depth(P )
def
= depth(Q)
10. if X is a free identifier, then depth(X)
def
= 0
Comparing this definition with the definition 9.1 we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 9.16. For any process P ∈ P∞rec depth(P ) ≤ depth(P ).
Theorem 9.17. If P is a classical ambient process (possibly involving denumerable parallel
composition) then depth(P ) is finite.
Theorem 9.18. If P is a nonlinear recursive ambient process, then depth(P ) = ℵ0.
Proof. Let P = (recX.Q) with Q ↓+ X. depth(P ) = depth(Q{X ← P}) and because Q ↓+ X,
we have depth(P ) = depth(P ) + k, where k > 0 is the depth where we can find the first
occurrence of X. Hence, depth(P ) = ℵ0.
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Concluding:
Corollary 9.19. 1. P is a classical ambient process (possibly a linear recursive one), iff
depth(P ) ≤ depth(P ) < ℵ0.
2. P is a nonlinear recursive ambient process iff depth(P ) = ℵ0.
3. P is a proper nonlinear recursive ambient process iff depth(P ) = ℵ0.
Hence the recursive ambient calculus is more expressive than classical ambient calculus
(with respect to the models they can describe) because any ambient program (possibly involving
replication) can be successfully described by a recursive program, but not any recursive program
can be expressed by a classical one (eventually involving replication).
9.4 In Ambient Calculus replication cannot simulate recursion
We prove in this section that replication is not able to simulate recursion even up to a notion of
observational behavior (as it happens instead in [16] for the pi-Calculus) because more complex
models generate more complex behaviors.
Let P ∈ P∞rec be an ambient process and consider its transition system labelled by the
possible actions that P can perform, collected in the set Act(P ). Obviously, we consider any
two actions that are performed in different locations (ambients) as different. Consider, for
example, the process
P = u[(νn)m[a.n[b.S]|c.Q]|a.T |n[a.Q|b.R]], with a, b, c ∈ Cap \ {ε} (9.1)
This process can perform the action a at the location u, the actions a and c at the location
m, and the actions a and b at the location denoted by the second ambient named n15. The
action b, that prefixes the process S inside the first ambient named n, is not active because
n is not active due to its prefix a. We distinguish between the different actions a if they can
be performed at different locations. If the process P performs the action a at the location u
produces a different output than in the case it performs a in m or it performs a in the second
ambient n.
If someone would provide an ambient process P ′ that could simulate the behavior of P ,
then this process should satisfy the condition Act(P ′) = Act(P ). This is the basic argument in
Milner’s translation from recursion to replication [16].
Theorem 9.20. If P is a classical ambient process (possibly involving replication) then its set
of active actions is finite or denumerable.
Proof. We start by observing that each action is performed to a location, being the master
ambient or another ambient that is active in our process. The maximum number of possible
active processes at each location for a classical ambient processes is ℵ0 (if we accept denumerable
parallel composition). We will develop here a maximal deduction in order to determine the
maximum number of possible active actions. Hence, we can suppose that inside the master
ambient there exist denumerable active processes together with denumerable active ambients.
For each of these active ambients we can argue in the same way. So, if this process has the depth
2, then it could have maximum ℵ0 × ℵ0 = ℵ0 active actions, hence denumerable many. Going
deeper, to the depth k, the maximum number of possible active actions is ℵ0 × ℵ0 × ...× ℵ0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
.
But a classical process has a finite depth, hence k < ℵ0 for any classical process. Thus, the
maximum number of active actions is ℵ0 × ℵ0 × ...× ℵ0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
= ℵ0. q.e.d.
The last two theorems allow us to conclude with the following result.
Theorem 9.21. There exist processes P ∈ Prec having the set of active actions infinite non-
denumerable.
15Not necessarily all these actions can be performed because some of them could not fulfill the requirements
in the reduction rules. Still this aspect is irrelevant for our point here.
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Proof. We prove this theorem by constructing such a process.
Let P = (recX.n[X]|m[X]|(u)|〈M〉). This process can perform an input/output action at
any location in its structure tree. But each node of its structure tree contains, as children, two
ambients. It grows exponentially having 2ℵ0 = ℵ1 nodes. Thus the set of its possible actions
has the cardinality c ≥ ℵ1, hence it is infinite non-denumerable. q.e.d.
Theorem 9.22. There are recursive ambient processes that cannot be simulated by classical
ambient processes.
Proof. As proved in the Theorem 9.21 there are recursive processes that have the set of possible
actions infinite non-denumerable. However, conforming with Theorem 9.20, any classical ambi-
ent process has the set of possible actions finite or denumerable. Hence the recursive processes
identified by the theorem 9.21 cannot be simulated by classical processes. q.e.d.
Summing up, the Recursive Ambient Calculus is strictly more expressive than the classical
one, being able to describe phenomena with much more complex structures, including structures
that can have an infinite non-denumerable set of possible actions. Classical Ambient Calculus,
even enriched with replication, can describe structures that have finite or denumerable many
possible actions.
Because we introduced the denumerable parallel composition only to provide a model for
replication, hereafter we consider only calculi without this operator, its action being successfully
expressible by recursion.
10 The extended isomorphism
We just proved that (P!rec,≡, !)
iso
v (Prec,≡
+, rec). We propose now an extension of the relation
≈ on A-hierarchies by extending the definition 7.2.
Definition 10.1. We define the relation ≈∗⊂ A×A by:
1. ≈∗ is a supraclass of ≈, i.e. ≈∗⊇≈
2. the linear recursivity is distributive and idempotent with respect to ≈∗:
(a) r̂ec(F ‖ G) ≈∗ r̂ecF ‖ r̂ecG, (b) r̂ec(r̂ecG) ≈∗ r̂ecG
3. ≈∗ is closed with respect to structural composition and equivalence laws.
We can also extend the isomorphism theorem.
Theorem 10.1 (The extended theorem of isomorphism). Being the proposed notations,
1. (Prec,≡
+, |,m[ ], C. , !, (rec.X ), (νn),−→)
iso
v
(Afin,≈∗, ‖,mb e, C. , r̂ec, (rec.X ), (new n),=⇒)
2. (P∞rec,≡
+, |, |i∈N,m[ ], C. , !, (rec.X ), (νn),−→)
iso
v (A,≈∗, ‖, ‖i∈N
,mb e, C. , r̂ec, (rec.X ), (new n),=⇒).
11 A propositional temporal logic for Recursive Ambient
Calculus
Afin and A are models for the most expressive ambient calculi. Since Recursive Ambient Calcu-
lus without denumerable parallel composition is an extension of the classical one by interpreting
the replication in the recursive approach, we will focus further only on this calculus. Hence we
will focus only on the classes of hereditarily finite A-hierarchies, Afin, and A-graphs, Gfin. For
these we develop a CTL∗ logic able to predict on the computations. This logic will work also
with the Recursive Ambient Calculus because Prec
iso
v Afin. We sketch here the basic lines of
this construction. We mention that following these lines other logics can be developed as well,
such as CTL.
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11.1 The canonical representatives of a family of A-Hierarchies
We project ≈∗ to hereditarily finite A-graphs, following the definition 10.1:
Definition 11.1. Let the relation ≈∗⊂ Gfin × Gfin defined by:
1. G ≈∗ G 15. (M.M ′).G ≈∗ M.M ′.G
2. G1 ≈∗ G2 ⇒ G2 ≈∗ G1 16. (νn)(νm)G ≈∗ (νm)(νn)G
3. G1 ≈
∗ G2, G2 ≈
∗ G3 ⇒ G1 ≈
∗ G3 17. (νn){nil}p ≈
∗ {nil}p
4. G1 ≈
∗ G2 ⇒ (νn)G1 ≈
∗ (νn)G2 18. (νn)G1 ‖ G2 ≈
∗ G1 ‖ (νn)G2, n /∈ fn(P )
5. G1 ≈∗ G2 ⇒ G1 ‖ G3 ≈∗ G2 ‖ G3 19. G ‖ {nil}p ≈∗ G
6. G1 ≈
∗ G2 ⇒ r̂ecG1 ≈
∗ r̂ecG2 20. (G1 ‖ G2) ‖ G3 ≈
∗ G1 ‖ (G2 ‖ G3)
7. G1 ≈
∗ G2 ⇒ nβbG1e ≈
∗ nβbG2e 21. G1 ‖ G2 ≈
∗ G2 ‖ G1
8. (νn).mβbGe ≈∗ mβb(νn).Ge, n 6= m 22. (x).G ≈∗ (y).G(x← y) if y /∈ fn(G)
9. r̂ec(G1 ‖ G2) ≈
∗ r̂ecG1 ‖ r̂ecG2 23.(νn).G ≈
∗ (νm).G(n← m) if m /∈ fn(G)
10. r̂ec{nil}p ≈∗ {nil} 24. 0̂βbGe ≈∗ G
11. r̂ec(r̂ecG) ≈∗ r̂ecG, r̂ecG ≈∗ G ‖ r̂ecG 25. (recX){γ}.X ≈
∗ {nil}
12. G1 ≈
∗ G2 ⇒M.G1 ≈
∗ M.G2 26. (recX).G ≈
∗ G{X ← (recX).G}
13.G1 ≈
∗ G2 ⇒ (n).G1 ≈
∗ (n).G2 27. G1 ≈
∗ G2 ⇒ (recX).G1 ≈
∗ (recX).G2
14.G ≈∗ ε.G
Theorem 11.1. If G1 ≈∗ G2 then LG1M ≈∗ LG2M. If H1 ≈∗ H2 and G1 ∈ H1 then it exists
G2 ∈ H2 such that G1 ≈
∗ G2.
Similarly, we project the relation =⇒ to Gfin, recalling the definition 8.2.
Definition 11.2. We define the relation =⇒⊆ Gfin × Gfin over A-graphs by the following
rules:
1. (In-Rule):(m, ε)βbin n.G1 ‖ G2e ‖ (n, ε)δbG3e =⇒ (n, ε)δbG3 ‖ (m, ε)βbG1 ‖ G2ee
2. (Out-Rule):(n, ε)βbG3 ‖ (m, ε)γbout n.G1 ‖ G2ee =⇒ (m, ε)γbG1 ‖ G2e ‖ (n, ε)βbG3e
3. (Open-Rule):open n.G1 ‖ (n, ε)bG2e =⇒ G1 ‖ G2
4. (Comm-Rule):16:(x).G ‖ 〈M〉.{nil}p =⇒ G{x←M}
5. (Par-Rule):If G1 =⇒ G2 then G1 ‖ G =⇒ G2 ‖ G
6. (DenPar-Rule):If Gi =⇒ G
′
i for each i ∈ N, then ‖i∈N Gi =⇒‖i∈N G
′
i
7. (Amb-Rule):If G1 =⇒ G2 then mβbG1e =⇒ mβbG2e
8. (New-Rule):If G1 =⇒ G2 then (new n)G1 =⇒ (new n)G2
9. (Closure-Rule):If G′1 =⇒ G
′
2, and G
′
1 ≈
∗ G′′1 , respective G
′
2 ≈
∗ G′′2 then G
′′
1 =⇒ G
′′
2
Let =⇒∗ be the transitive closure of =⇒ over Gfin and respectively over Afin.
As an immediate consequence of the definitions 8.2 and 11.2 we have the next result.
Theorem 11.2. If G1 =⇒
∗ G2 then LG1M =⇒
∗ LG2M. If H1 =⇒
∗ H2 and G1 ∈ H1 then it
exists G2 ∈ H2 such that G1 =⇒
∗ G2.
Theorem 11.3. If G1 =⇒
∗ G2, G1 = 〈E1,L1〉 with E1 = 〈X1, A1, e1, α〉 and G2 = 〈E2,L2〉
with E2 = 〈X2, A2, e2, α〉, then X2 ⊆ X1 and A2 ⊆ A1.
Definition 11.3. Consider the A-graph G0 = 〈E0,L0〉 with E0 = 〈X0, A0, e0, α〉, and H0 =
LG0M. The set FH0 = {H ∈ A
fin| H0 =⇒
∗ H} is the reductive family of H0. Analogously, the
set FG0 = {G ∈ G
fin| G0 =⇒
∗ G} is the reductive family of G0.
16We denoted by G{x ← M} the A-graph obtained from G by replacing in all its labels any occurrence of x
by M .
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With this definition, using the representation theorem 7.1 and the theorems 11.1, 11.2 we
obtain:
Theorem 11.4. (FG0 ,≈
∗, ‖,mb e, C. , r̂ec, (rec.X ), (new n),=⇒) is a system of canonical
representatives for (FLG0M,≈
∗, ‖,mb e, C. , r̂ec, (rec.X ), (new n),=⇒).
With this result we will construct the logic in top of FG0 for a given G0 as initial state.
The logic we intend to construct is a branching propositional temporal logic, CTL∗17. The
requirements of such a construction [12] are to organize a structure M = (S0,Σ, R, I) where
S0 is the initial state of our model, Σ is the class of all possible states in our model, R is the
accessibility relation between states, R ⊆ Σ × Σ, and I : Σ −→ P(Ap) is a function which
associates to each state S ∈ Σ a set of atomical propositions I(S) ⊆ P(Ap) - the set of true
atomical propositions in the state S (Ap will be the class of atomical propositions).
Due to the General Theorem of Isomorphism, we can use A-hierarchies as states. Consider
the A-graph G0 = 〈E0,L0〉 with E0 = 〈X0, A0, e0, α〉, and H0 = LG0M. Because FG0 is a
system of canonical representatives for FLG0M we will use these A-graphs to speak about the
A-hierarchies.
We need, as initial state, H0. We take S0 = G0.
The set of possible states should be the family of H0, FH0 . We take Σ = FG0 .
The accessibility relation between states is generated by =⇒.
We take as the set of atomical propositions the set Ap = {xiny | x ∈ A0 ∪X0, y ∈ X0}.
We take the interpretation function I : FG0 → P(Ap) by:
I(G) = {xiny | x ∈ e(y), where e are the equations of G}.
11.2 Syntax and Semantics
Following the classic way of introducing CTL∗ we define a fullpath as an infinite sequence
H0, H1, ... of states such that Hi =⇒ Hi+1 for all i
18.
Further, we introduce the syntax of the CTL* logic in the usual way [12]. We inductively
define a class of state formulae (formulae which will be true or false of states) and a class of
path formulae (true or false of paths), starting from Ap. We have the classical logic operators
- ∧ and ¬ - together with the temporal operators X (next time) and ∪ (until). We also have
the path quantifier E (for some futures). From these we can derive the temporal operators G
(always) and F (sometimes), and the path quantifier A (for all futures). The propositions of
this logic can be satisfied by processes, or by sequences of processes (as a computational path).
The syntactical rules are the classical ones for CTL* [12].
We now define |= inductively. We write M, H0 |= p to mean that the formula p is true at
state H0 in the model M, and M, x |= p to mean that the path formula p is true for the fullpath
x in the structure M. The rules are:
M, H0 |= P iff P ∈ I(H0), where P ∈ Ap
M, H0 |= p ∧ q iff M, H0 |= p and M, H0 |= q
M, H0 |= ¬p iff it is not the case that M, H0 |= p
M, H0 |= Ep iff ∃ fullpath x = (H0, H1, ...) in M with M, x |= p
M, H0 |= Ap iff ∀ fullpath x = (H0, H1, ...) in M with M, x |= p
M, x |= p iff M, H0 |= p
M, x |= p ∧ q iff M, x |= p and M, x |= q
M, x |= ¬p iff it is not the case that M, x |= p
M, x |= p ∪ q iff ∃i
(
M, xi |= q and ∀j
(
j < i implies M, xj |= p
))
17We choose CTL∗ for its expressivity, but a CTL is possible as well.
18We use the convention that if x = (H0, H1, ...) denotes a fullpath, then xi denotes the suffix path
(Hi, Hi+1, Hi+2, ...).
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M, x |= Xp iff M, x1 |= p
Definition 11.4. A state formula p (resp. path formula p) is valid provided that for every
structure M and every state H (resp. fullpath x) in M we have M, H |= p (resp. M, x |= p).
A state formula (resp. path formula) p is satisfiable provided that for some structure M and
some states H (resp. fullpath x) in M we have M, H |= p (resp. M, x |= p).
12 Conclusions
We analyzed the algebraical types of ambient calculi focusing on spatial structures of the pro-
cesses. We developed the Ambient Hierarchies, set theoretical entities that can be algebraically
organized to have the same types with ambient calculi. The Ambient Hierarchies (tree struc-
tures possibly non-wellfounded) give us the possibility to understand the role of the spatial
structures in the economy of each calculus. Thus we obtain a classification of ambient calculi
from the expressivity point of view. We identify a Recursive Ambient Calculus as the most
expressive formalism in the context of a finite syntax. Using the patterns of unfolding of an
infinite tree, we proved that, for these calculi, replication is not expressive enough to model or
simulate recursion, assuming that actions occurring in different locations, even if they have the
same names, are not behaviorally equivalent. Following the same idea we provide a structural
congruence for Recursive Ambient Calculus, stronger than the relations proposed before, that
can recognize some equivalences which were undecidable, such as !P = P |P |P |... ≡ (recX.X|P )
(if X does not appear free in P ), (recX.X|P |Q) ≡ (recX.X|P )|(recX.X|Q) (if X does not oc-
cur free in P and Q), or (recX.X|(recY.Y |P )) ≡ (recX.X|P ) (if X,Y do not occur free in P ).
As an application of the Ambient Hierarchies, we construct a temporal logic on top of them
resorting on their tree structure. Due to the isomorphism between ambient calculi and algebras
of A-hierarchies, this logic can be used as well to express properties of ambient processes.
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Appendix: Proofs of the theorems
In this appendix we present the main points in the proofs of the non-trivial results presented
in the paper.
Proof of the Theorem 4.3. For the beginning we define the two partitions. Let ζA ⊂ A×A
defined by (a1, a2) ∈ ζA iff ∃b ∈ B such that (a1, b), (a2, b) ∈ ζ. We prove that ζA is an
equivalence relation on A. By the first condition of the definition 4.8, for any a ∈ A it exists
b ∈ B such that (a, b) ∈ ζ, hence (a, a) ∈ ζA, so ζA is reflexive. The symmetry derives also
from the definition of ζA. Now we prove the transitivity. Let (a1, a2), (a2, a3) ∈ ζA. There exist
b1, b2 ∈ B such that (a1, b1), (a2, b1), (a2, b2), (a3, b2) ∈ ζ. But from (a1, b1), (a2, b1), (a2, b2) ∈ ζ
we derive, by the third condition of definition 4.8, that (a1, b2) ∈ ζ, and because (a3, b2) ∈ ζ we
obtain that (a1, a3) ∈ ζA. Hence ζA is an equivalence relation, so its set of equivalence classes
defines a partition of A, let’s denote it by (Ai)i∈I . Similarly we define a relation ζB ⊂ B × B
by (b1, b2) ∈ ζB iff it exists a ∈ A such that (a, b1), (a, b2) ∈ ζ. As before, ζB defines a partition
(Bj)j∈J . We prove now that I = J . Consider the relation r ⊂ (Ai)i∈I × (Bj)j∈J defined by
(Ai, Bj) ∈ r iff there exist a ∈ Ai, b ∈ Bj such that (a, b) ∈ ζ. We prove that r defines a one-
to-one onto relation. Let Ak ∈ (Ai)i∈I and a ∈ Ak. Due to the first condition of the definition
4.8 it exists b ∈ B such that (a, b) ∈ ζ. But it exists l ∈ J with b ∈ Bl. Hence (Ak, Bl) ∈ r.
Suppose now that (Ak, Bs), (Ak, Bt) ∈ r. Then there exists a ∈ Ak, b1 ∈ Bl, b2 ∈ Bt such that
(a, b1), (a, b2) ∈ ζ. By the definition of ζB we obtain (b1, b2) ∈ ζB , hence l = k. Symmetrically
can be proved that if (Ak, Bl), (Am, Bl) ∈ r then m = k. Hence I = J .
Proof of the Theorem 4.4. We use the fact that ζ = idA and xRx
′ iff x = x′ satisfies the
requirements of bisimulation, to prove that ≡S is reflexive. For symmetry we use ζ
−1 and R−1
to define inverse bisimulation, ζ,R being those that defines the direct one. For transitivity we
use ζ1 ◦ ζ2 and R1 ◦R2.
Proof of the Theorem 4.6. The theorem was proved in [5], page 79, theorem 7.1, for the
particular case ζ = id, the authors being interested to define the identity of structures as
depending of the atoms involved. We follow the same idea for this proof. Let E = 〈X,A, e〉
and E ′ = 〈X ′, A′, e′〉. Assume first that E , E ′ have the solution-sets s, s′ in the relation ζ. We
define a relation R on X ×X ′ by:
xRx′ iff (sx, s
′
x′) ∈ ζ (12.1)
R defines a ζ-bisimulation relation. We verify some conditions. Suppose that x ∈ X, so that
sx ∈ ss(E). Then there is some x
′ ∈ X ′ such that (sx, s
′
x′) ∈ ζ. Thus xRx
′. The converse
can be proved similarly. Suppose now that xRx′ and y ∈ ex ∩ X. Then since sy ∈ sx and
(sx, s
′
x′) ∈ ζ, we must have some y
′ ∈ e′x′ such that (sy, s
′
y′) ∈ ζ. Thus yRy
′. Once again the
converse is similar. Finally if (sx, s
′
x′) ∈ ζ then their sets of urelements must be related by ζ.
The set of urelements of sx is ex ∩ A, and the set of urelements of s′x′ is e
′
x′ ∩ A
′. Therefore
(ex ∩A, e
′
x′ ∩A
′) ∈ ζ. This concludes that R is a ζ-bisimulation.
To prove the converse it is enough to show that (sx, s
′
x′) ∈ ζ if xRx
′. To do this we
will construct two additional systems E∗ = 〈X∗, A, e∗〉 and E∗∗ = 〈X∗, A′, e∗∗〉, where X∗ =
{(x, x′) | x ∈ X,x′ ∈ X ′, xRx′} and
e∗(u,u′) = {(v, v
′) ∈ X∗ | v ∈ eu, v
′ ∈ e′u′} ∪ (A ∩ eu) (12.2)
e∗∗(u,u′) = {(v, v
′) ∈ X∗ | v ∈ eu, v
′ ∈ e′u′} ∪ (A
′ ∩ e′u′) (12.3)
Now, it is trivial to verify that E∗ and E∗∗ are ζ-bisimilar and for any (u, u′) ∈ X∗ we have
(s∗(u,u′), s
∗∗
(u,u′)) ∈ ζ. It can be proved that s is a solution of E
∗ and s′ is a solution of E ′
respectively (details of these proofs can be found in [5], chapter 7, pages 79-80). Further, using
AFA (which is equivalent with the fact that each flat system of equations has a unique solution,
by the theorem 4.2) we obtain that s, s′ are in relation ζ, which means that for all xRx′ we
have (sx, sx′) ∈ ζ. q.e.d.
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Proof of Theorem 5.1. Observe that the first three conditions of congruence in the definition
5.9 are satisfied due to the fact that the bisimulation relation on systems of equations is an
equivalence relation. We have to verify the fourth condition.
Reflexivity: We take R = idA ∪ idX and φpn = idpn(G), φbn = idbn(G).
Symmetry: suppose that G1 ∼= G2 by ζ,R and φ. We define ζ ′ = ζ−1, R′ = R−1, and
φ′ = φ−1. We have L2(x2)φ′L1(x1) iff L1(x1)φL2(x2) for x1Rx2 that is equivalent with x2R
′x1.
Transitivity: Suppose that G1 ∼= G2 by ζ1,R1, φ1 and G2 ∼= G3 by ζ2,R2, φ2. We define
φ = φ2 ◦ φ1, ζ = ζ2 ◦ ζ1 and R = R2 ◦R1. Suppose that x1Rx3 then x2 ∈ X2 ∪A2 exists such
that x1R1x2, x2R2x3. Then L1(x1)φ1L2(x2) and L2(x2)φ2L3(x3), so, by the definition of φ,
L1(x1)φL3(x3).
Proof of Lemma 6.1. 1. Consider a bijective function f : X ∪ A → 0 \ S. Without going
too deep into details, we ensure to the reader that such a function does exist due to the Strong
Axiom of Plenitude available in ZFC−, [5]. We take X ′ = f(X), A′ = f(A), α′ = f(α),
e′ = f ◦ e ◦ f−1 and L′ = L ◦ f−1. We define aζa′ iff f(a) = a′ and xRx′ iff f(x) = x′.
R defines the bisimulation E ′ ≡S E , idΛbn defines the bisimulation N
bn
G ≡S N
bn
G′ , and idΛpn
defines the bisimulation N pnG ≡S N
pn
G′ . We take φ = idΛ∪Λpn∪Λbn∪Π. If xRx
′ then f(x) = x′,
so L′(x′) = (L ◦ f−1)(x′) = L(x), hence L(x)φ¯L′(x′). Thus the two A-graphs are congruent.
By construction, S ∩ (X ′ ∪A′) = ∅.
2. S and X,R and A, being cardinal-equivalent and X ∩ A = R ∩ S = ∅, there exists a
bijective function f : X ∪A→ S ∪R with f(X) = S and f(A) = R. If we take α′ = f(α), the
construction goes on as in the previous case.
Proof of Theorem 6.2. Let G′i = 〈E
′
i ,L
′
i〉 with E
′
i = 〈X
′
i, A
′
i, e
′
i, α
′
i〉 and G
′′
i = 〈E
′′
i ,L
′′
i 〉 with
E ′′i = 〈X
′′
i , A
′′
i , e
′′
i , α
′′
i 〉, i = 1, 2, each couple satisfying the requests of the previous construction.
Suppose that ζi ⊂ A
′
i × A
′′
i are the two proper relations that define the two bisimulation
relations Ri ⊆ X ′i ×X
′′
i that give us, together with φi the congruences stated in the theorem,
i = 1, 2. Between the sets of atoms of G′1 ‖ G
′
2 and G
′′
1 ‖ G
′′
2 we define the proper relation
ζ ⊂ (A′1 ∪ A
′
2) × (A
′′
1 ∪ A
′′
2) by ζ
def
= ζi|Xi∪Ai , and the relation R
def
= R1 ∪ R2. This gives
the substitutive-bisimulation between the flat systems of G′1 ‖ G
′
2 and G
′′
1 ‖ G
′′
2 . Similarly we
obtain N bnG′
1
‖G′
2
≡S N
bn
G′′
1
‖G′′
2
from N bnG′
1
≡S N
bn
G′′
1
, N bnG′
2
≡S N
bn
G′′
2
and N pn
G′
1
‖G′
2
≡S N
pn
G′′
1
‖G′′
2
from
N pn
G′
1
≡S N
pn
G′′
1
, N pn
G′
2
≡S N
pn
G′′
2
. If (S′ ↔ pn(G′2)) ◦ (R
′ ↔ bn(G′2)), (S
′′ ↔ pn(G′′2)) ◦ (R
′′ ↔
bn(G′′2)) are the substitutions used in the constructions of the two parallel composed graphs,
then φ = (S′ ↔ pn(G′2)) ◦ (R
′ ↔ bn(G′2)) ◦φ1 ◦ (S
′′ ↔ pn(G′′2)) ◦ (R
′′ ↔ bn(G′′2)) ◦φ2 fulfills the
requests of the fourth condition in definition 5.9. With these definitions, it is trivial to verify
the fourth condition of the definition 5.9.
The proof of the Theorem 6.3. We prove only the second part of the theorem, concerning
the A-graphs, the first part being a consequence of this one. Let Gi = 〈Ei,Li〉 with Ei =
〈Xi, Ai, ei, αi〉, i = 1, 3 be three A-graphs satisfying the conditions of parallel composition, i.e.
∩i(Ai ∪Xi) = ∅. We prove that (G1 ‖ G2) ‖ G3 ∼= G1 ‖ (G2 ‖ G3). Defining R = id∪i(Ai∪Xi)
we obtain the two flat systems bisimilar. Let R2, S2 be the sets that substitute bn(G2) and
respectively pn(G2) in G1 ‖ G2, let R3, S3 be the similar sets in (G1 ‖ G2) ‖ G3, R′3, S
′
3 in
G2 ‖ G3, and R
′
2, S
′
2 in G1 ‖ (G2 ‖ G3). We use for G1 ‖ (G2 ‖ G3) first (bn(G3) ↔ R
′
3), then
((bn(G2) ∪ R
′
3) ↔ R
′
2), i.e. R
′
2 = R
′′
2 ∪ R
′′
3 , with R
′′
2 ∩ R
′′
3 = ∅ and ((bn(G2) ∪ R
′
3) ↔ R
′
2) =
(bn(G2) ↔ R′′2 ) ◦ (R
′
3 ↔ R
′′
3 ). Now, if we define φbn = (R2 ↔ R
′′
2 ) ◦ (R3 ↔ R
′′
3 ), this defines
N bnG ≡S N
bn
G′ . In a similar way we can prove the bisimulation N
pn
G ≡S N
pn
G′ . Moreover, the
extension of these definitions to φ fulfills the requests of the fourth condition in definition 5.9.
Hence, the proof is complete for associativity.
For commutativity, using the same notations for the A-graphs G1, G2, we consider R1 the set
used to replace the bound names of G1 in the construction of G2 ‖ G1, and R2 the similar in the
construction ofG1 ‖ G2. Then φbn = (bn(G1)↔ R1)◦(bn(G2)↔ R2) givesN bnG1‖G2 ≡S N
bn
G2‖G1
.
Similarly, N pn
G1‖G2
≡S N
pn
G2‖G1
. Now, extending these to φ we can trivially verify the fourth
condition in the definition 5.9, q.e.d.
Proof of the Theorem 6.4. Suppose that ζ,R, φbn and φpn are those which defines the con-
gruence between G1 and G2. We take ζ
′ = ζ,R′ = R ∪ {(β′, β′′)}, φ′bn = φbn, and φ
′
pn = φpn.
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These fulfill the requirements of the definition 5.9.
Proof of the Theorem 6.5. It is sufficient to prove it for C = c. Suppose that G ∼= G′ is
defined by ζ, R and φ, that e(α) = {β}, e′(α′) = {β′} and that (β, β′) ∈ R. If c = ε, or
c = 〈M〉 the result is trivial. Suppose that c /∈ {(nbni ), ε, 〈M〉} and that c = Mu, u ∈ Λ. The
first three conditions of definition 5.9 are verified for c.G, c.G′ due to the fact that are verified
by G,G′. If (u, u) ∈ φ then ζ, R and φ define the wanted bisimulation. If (u, u) /∈ φ we extend
it to contain this couple, and with this extension the requirements are fulfilled. If c = (nbni ),
suppose that (nbni ↔ n
bn
j ) defines c.G and (n
bn
i ↔ n
bn
k ) defines c.G
′. In this case we have to
prove that we still have N bnc.G ≡S N
bn
c.G′ . If φbn defines N
bn
G ≡S N
bn
G′ then we have to extend it
by φ′bn = φbn ∪ (n
bn
j , n
bn
k ). With this extension all the requirements are fulfilled.
Proof of Theorem 6.6. Suppose that Gi = 〈Ei,Li〉 with Ei = 〈Xi, Ai, ei, α〉 for i ∈ {1, 2}.
Suppose that ζ ⊂ A1 × A2, φ = φbn ∪ φpn ∪ id|Λ∪Π and R define the congruence relation
between G1 and G2 and that (n
pn
i ↔ n), respective (n
pn
j ↔ n) are the substitutions used to
define (new n)G1 and (new n)G2 respectively, where i /∈ arity
pn
G1
(n) and j /∈ aritypnG2(n). We
extend φ′pn = φpn ∪ (n
pn
i , n
pn
j ), and this relation provides N
pn
(new n)G1
≡S N
pn
(new n)G2
. Updating
φ and keeping ζ and R unchanged we obtain the wanted congruence.
Proof of Theorem 6.7. Consider that (n ↔ npnj ) ◦ (m ↔ m
pn
i ) and (n ↔ n
pn
t ) ◦ (m ↔
mpns ) are the substitutions used in constructing the A-hierarchies for (new n)(new m)G and
respectively (new m)(new n)G, where i, s /∈ pn(G), j /∈ pn(G) ∪ {i}, t /∈ pn(G) ∪ {s}. R =
id|X∪A, φbn = idbn(G) and φpn = (n
pn
j ↔ n
pn
t ) ◦ (m
pn
i ↔ m
pn
s ) defines the congruence.
Proof of the theorem 6.8. We denote by E = G{P ← F} and by E ′ = G′{P ← F ′}. Sup-
pose thatG = 〈EG,LG〉 with EG = 〈XG, AG, eG, αG〉, G′ = 〈EG′ ,LG′〉 with EG′ = 〈XG′ , AG′ , eG′ , αG′〉,
F = 〈EF ,LF 〉 with EF = 〈XF , AF , eF , αF 〉, F
′ = 〈EF ′ ,LF ′〉 with EF ′ = 〈XF ′ , AF ′ , eF ′ , αF ′〉.
Suppose that G ∼= G′ is defined by ζG,RG, φ
G
bn and φ
G
pn. Suppose that we have B = {p1, ...pk} =
L−1G (P × Cap) ⊆ AG and B
′ = {p′1, ...p
′
k′} = L
−1
G′ (P × Cap) ⊆ AG′ . Let Γ = {γ1, ...γk},
Γ′ = {γ′1, ...γ
′
k′} and r = {(γi, γ
′
i′) ∈ Γ × Γ
′ | (pi, p
′
i′) ∈ ζG}. Suppose that F
∼= F ′ is
defined by ζF ,RF , φ
F
bn and φ
F
pn. ζE = ζG ∪ ζF , that generates RE = RG ∪ RF ∪ r, de-
fines the bisimulation between the flat systems of E and E ′. Suppose that R,S and R′, S′
are the sets used to rename the bound and private names of F in E and respectively of F ′
in E′. φEbn = φ
G
bn ∪ ((bn(F ) ↔ R) ◦ φ
F
bn ◦ (bn(F
′) ↔ R′)−1) defines N bnE ≡S N
bn
E′ , while
φEpn = φ
G
pn ∪ ((pn(F )↔ S) ◦ φ
F
pn ◦ (pn(F
′)↔ S′)−1) defines N pnE ≡S N
pn
E′ .
Proof of the Theorem 6.9. If Γ = {γ1, ...γk},∆ = {δ1, ...δk} then defining ζ = idAG , R =
{(γi, δi) | i = 1, k} ∪ idXG , φbn = idbn(G), φpn = idpn(G) we obtain the congruence.
Proof of the Theorem 6.10. If R, ζ, φ are those that definesG1 ∼= G2, for verifying (rec.P )Γ.G1 ∼=
(rec.P )Γ.G2 it is enough to define R
′ = R ∪ idΓ.
Proof of the Theorem 6.11. Let H = LGM and let F = (recP )Γ.G and F
∗ ∈ (recP ).H
having disjunct domains. We will prove that F ∼= G∆{P ← F
∗}. Suppose that G = 〈EG,LG〉
and EG = 〈XG, AG, eG, αG〉. Let B = {p1, ..., pk} ⊂ AG be the set of those atoms having
LG(pi) = (P,Ci), Γ = {γ1, ..., γk},∆ = {δ1, ..., δk} as in the previous constructions.
Then F = 〈EF ,LF 〉, EF = 〈XF , AF , eF , αF 〉 with XF = XG ∪ Γ, AF = AG \ B, eF (γi) =
(eG(αG)){pi ↔ γi} and eF = eG{pi ↔ γi} in rest, LF (γi) = (0̂, Ci) and LF = LG in rest.
Let F ∗ = 〈EF∗ ,LF∗〉, EF∗ = 〈XF∗ , AF∗ , eF∗ , αF∗〉 be given by one-to-one onto relations
ζF , φ
F
bn, φ
F
pn from F such that the two to have different domains and bn(F
∗)∩bn(F ) = pn(F ∗)∩
bn(F ) = ∅. We refer further to the elements of F ∗ naming them by the corresponding ones in
F marked by ( )∗. For example the root of F ∗ will be denoted by (αF )
∗.
We construct the A-graph E = G∆{P ← F ∗}. E = 〈EE ,LE〉, EE = 〈XE , AE , eE , αE〉 with
XE = XG ∪XF∗ ∪∆ = XG ∪ (XG)
∗ ∪ (Γ)∗ ∪∆, AE = (AG \B)∪ (AG \B)
∗, eE(δi) = {(αG)
∗}
and eE = eG{pi ↔ δi} ∪ (eG)
∗ in rest, LE(δi) = (0̂, Ci),LE((αF )
∗) = 0̂ and LE = LG ∪
L∗|(AF∪XF \{αF })∗ in rest.
We prove that E ∼= F . Let ζ = {(a, a), ((a)∗, a) ∈ AE × AF | a ∈ AG \ B} and R =
{(x, x), ((x)∗, x) | x ∈ XG}∪ {((γi)
∗, γi), ((αF )
∗, γi) | γi ∈ Γ}∪ {(δi, γi) | δi ∈ ∆, γi ∈ Γ}, φbn =
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{(nbni , n
bn
i ), ((n
bn
i )
∗, nbni ) | n
bn
i ∈ bn(G)} and φpn = {(n
pn
i , n
pn
i ), ((n
pn
i )
∗, npni ) | n
pn
i ∈ pn(G)}.
These relations fulfill the requirements of the definition 5.9.
Proof of Theorem 6.13. 1. Let G = 〈E ,L〉 with E = 〈X,A, e, α〉 be an A-graph, and let
〈fi, Ri, Si〉i≥1 be a copies generator. Let g : X ∪ A → 0 \ ∪i∈N(Xi ∪ Ai) be a substitution
that generates an A-graph G′ ∼= G having the bound names and the private names distinct of
those in G. Consider 〈gi, R
i, Si〉i≥0 defined by g
0 = g and gi = f i. 〈fi, R
i, Si〉i≥0 is a copies
generator of G. So, G′ ‖ G∞ ∼= G∞. But G ∼= G′. So, G ‖ G∞ ∼= G∞. Further we use the
commutativity of ‖.
2. Suppose thatH = LGM. We proved that G ‖ G∞ ∼= G∞ ‖ G ∼= G∞, so LG ‖ G∞M = LG∞ ‖
GM = LG∞M. But LG ‖ G∞M = LGM ‖ LG∞M = H ‖ H∞, LG∞ ‖ GM = LG∞M ‖ LGM = H∞ ‖ H,
and LG∞M = H∞.
Proof of Theorem 6.14. 1. r̂ecG = (recP ){γ}({P}p ‖ G) ∼= ({P}p ‖ G){δ}{P ← F} where
F ∼= r̂ecG due to the corollary 6.12. But ({P}p ‖ G){δ}{P ← F} ∼= F ‖ G ∼= r̂ecG ‖ G by the
theorem 6.8.
2. Suppose that H = LGM. We proved that G ‖ (r̂ecG) ∼= (r̂ecG) ‖ G ∼= r̂ecG, so LG ‖
(r̂ecG)M = L(r̂ecG) ‖ GM = Lr̂ecGM. But LG ‖ (r̂ecG)M = LGM ‖ L(r̂ecG)M = H ‖ (r̂ecH),
L(r̂ecG) ‖ GM = Lr̂ecGM ‖ LGM = (r̂ecH) ‖ H, and Lr̂ecGM = r̂ecH.
Proof of the Theorem 7.1. In order to prove this theorem we will introduce and prove first
a few lemmas.
Lemma 12.1 (Parallel decomposition). Let G = 〈E ,L〉 with E = 〈X,A, e, α〉 be an A-graph
and β ∈ eα. Let F be an A-graph congruent with the one generated by all the paths in G starting
in α and crossing β, and let E be an A-graph congruent with the one generated by all paths in G
starting in α and not crossing β, such that F and E have disjunct domains. Then G ∼= F ‖ E.
Proof. Suppose that F = 〈EF ,LF 〉 with EF = 〈XF , AF , eF , αF 〉 and E = 〈EE ,LE〉 with EE =
〈XE , AE , eE , αE〉. We suppose in addition that bn(F ) ∩ bn(E) = pn(F ) ∩ pn(E) = ∅. Let
G′ = F ‖ E defined by G′ = 〈E ′,L′〉 with E ′ = 〈X ′, A′, e′, α′〉. We prove that G ∼= G′. Consider
the A-graph G1 = 〈E1,L1〉 with E1 = 〈X1, A1, e1, α〉 generated by all the paths in G initiated
in α and crossing β and G2 = 〈E2,L2〉 with E2 = 〈X2, A2, e2, α〉 generated by all the paths not
crossing β. Then G1 ∼= F by ζF ,RF , φ
F
bn and φ
F
pn, and G2
∼= E by ζE ,RE , φ
E
bn and φ
E
pn. To
prove that E ′ ≡S E , we take ζ = ζF ∪ ζE and R = RF ∪RE . Taking φbn = φFbn ∪φ
E
bn we obtain
N bnG ≡S N
bn
G′ and taking φpn = φ
F
pn ∪ φ
E
pn we obtain N
pn
G ≡S N
pn
G′ .
Corollary 12.2. Let G = 〈E ,L〉 with E = 〈X,A, e, α〉 be an A-graph having eα = {β1, ...βk},
and for i = 1, k let Gi be an A-graph congruent with the one generated by all the paths of G
starting in α and crossing βi, any two such A-graphs having disjoint domain. Then G ∼= G1 ‖
... ‖ Gk.
Lemma 12.3 (Generalized parallel decomposition). Let G = 〈E ,L〉 with E = 〈X,A, e, α〉
be an A-graph having eα = {β1, β2, ...βi, ...}, and for i ∈ N let Gi be an A-graph congruent with
the one generated by all the paths of G starting in α and crossing βi, any two such A-graphs
having disjoint domain. Then G ∼=‖i∈N Gi.
Proof. Goes similarly with the one of the Theorem 12.1.
Lemma 12.4 (Ambient decomposition). If G = 〈E ,L〉 with E = 〈X,A, e, α〉 is an A-
graph having eα = {β} with β ∈ X, L(β) = m = (n, ε) ∈ Mamb, then G ∼= mβbG′e where
G′ = 〈E ′,L′〉 with E ′ = 〈X ′, A′, e′, α〉, X ′ = X \ {β}, A′ = A, e′(α) = e(β),L′(α) = 1̂ and
L′ = L, e′ = e on X ∪A \ {β}.
Proof. We constructmβbG′e starting from G′. Further, taking ζ = idA, R = idX , φbn = idbn(G)
and φpn = idpn(G) we obtain the congruence.
Lemma 12.5 (The capability decomposition). Assume that G = 〈E ,L〉 with E = 〈X,A, e, α〉
and e(α) = {β} with L(β) = (m, 〈c, C〉). Then G ∼= c.G′ where G′ = 〈E ,L′〉 with L′(β) = (m,C)
and L′ = L for the rest of the system.
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Proof. We start from G′ and we construct c.G′. If c 6= (nbni ) then G = c.G
′, hence G ∼= c.G.
If c = (nbni ), we construct the A-graph G
′′ = C1.G
′ and we prove that G′′ ∼= G. We choose
j /∈ aritybnG′(n) and we define L
′′(β) = (nbnj ↔ n
bn
i )(m, 〈(n
bn
i ), C〉) and L
′′ = (nbnj ↔ n
bn
i )◦L
′ for
the rest. We have E = E ′ = E ′′, hence E ≡S E
′′ by ζ = idA and R = idX . N
pn
G = N
pn
G′ = N
pn
G′′ ,
hence N pnG ≡S N
pn
G′′ by φpn = idpn(G). Now, taking φbn = (n
bn
i ↔ n
bn
j ) we obtain also
N bnG ≡S N
bn
G′′ , and these functions fulfill the fourth condition of the definition 5.9.
Corollary 12.6. Suppose that G = 〈E ,L〉 with E = 〈X,A, e, α〉 and e(α) = {β} with L(β) =
(m, 〈C1, C2〉). Then G ∼= C1.G′ where G′ = 〈E ,L′〉 with L′(β) = (m,C2) and L′ = L for the
rest of the system.
Lemma 12.7 (The private label decomposition). Let G = 〈E ,L〉 with E = 〈X,A, e, α〉
be an A-graph prefixed by (νnpni ), i.e. e(α) = {β} with L(β) = (m, 〈(νn
pn
i ), C〉), and n ∈
Λ \ fn(G). Let G′ = 〈E ,L′〉 having the same flat system as G, L′(β) = (n ↔ npni )(m,C) and
L′ = (n↔ npni ) ◦ L in rest. Then G
∼= (new n)G′.
Proof. We start with G′ and construct (new n)G′. Because i /∈ aritypnG′ (n) we can use the
substitution (n ↔ npni ) in our construction. Doing so we obtain (new n)G
′ = G, hence
(new n)G′ ∼= G.
Lemma 12.8 (The recursive decomposition). Let G = 〈E ,L〉 with E = 〈X,A, e, α〉 be an
A-graph for which there exists a nonempty set Γ = {γ1, ...γk} ⊂ X such that G ∼= Gi for each
i = 1, k, where Gi is the A-subgraph of G having γi as the root. Assume that L(γi) = (0̂, Ci),
P ∈ Π is a name not used in the labels of G and {p1, ...pk} ⊂ 0\(X∪A). Then G ∼= (rec.P )∆.G
′,
where G′ = 〈E ′,L′〉 with E ′ = 〈X ′, A′, e′, α〉, X ′ = X \ (∪i=1,kXi), A
′ = A ∪ {p1, ...pk}, e
′(x) =
e(x){γi ← pi} and L′(pi) = (P,Ci).
Proof. Suppose that Gi = 〈Ei,Li〉 with Ei = 〈Xi, Ai, ei, γi〉 and that Gi ∼= G is defined by
ζi,Ri, φ
i
bn and φ
i
pn. ∆ has to satisfy the requirements of the definition 6.13, hence ∆ =
{δ1, ...δk}. We construct F = (rec.P )∆.G. XF = X ′ ∪ ∆ = (X \ (∪i=1,kXi)) ∪ ∆, AF =
A′ \ {p1, ...pk} = A, eF (δi) = (e(α)){pj ↔ δj}, eF = e
′ ◦ {pj ↔ δj} in rest, LF (δi) = (0̂, Ci)
and LF = L
′ in rest. We prove that G ∼= F . Let η = idX′ ∪ {(γi, δi) | i = 1, k}. We de-
fine ζ = ∪i=1,kζi, R = η ∪ Ri ◦ η, φbn = ∪i=1,kφ
i
bn and φpn = ∪i=1,kφ
i
pn. These define the
congruence.
These lemmas being proved, we can prove the representation theorem.
Let G = 〈E ,L〉 with E = 〈X,A, e, α〉 be an A-graph. Suppose that G is wellfounded. For
the wellfounded A-graphs we define the structural depth inductively by:
1. depth({P}) = 0
2. depth(P1 ‖ ... ‖ Pk) = max(depthP1, ...depthPk)
3. depth(C.G) = depth((new n)G) = depth(G)
4. depth(mβbGe) = depth(G) + 1
We prove the theorem inductively on the depth of A-graphs. For atomical A-graphs (those
having null depth) the proof is trivial. Suppose that the theorem is true for all A-graphs F
having the depth(F ) ≤ k, and let G be an A-graph with depth(G) = k. If e(α) = {β1, ..., βs},
the requirements of the theorem 12.1 are fulfilled, hence G can be algebraically represented by
G1, ...Gs where each Gi has the property that its master ambient contains only one child. If
e(α) = {β}, because G is not atomical, β ∈ X and L(β) = (C, n) ∈Mamb. Using the theorems
12.7 and 12.5 a finite number of times (C is a finite sequence of capabilities) we obtain G = C.G′
which means that G can be algebraically represented by G′. Now G′ satisfies the requirements
of the theorem 12.4, hence G′ = (ε, n)βbG
′′e, i.e. G′ can be algebraically represented by G′′.
However depth(G′′) = depth(G′)−1 = depth(G)−1, hence depth(G′′) = k−1 and the inductive
hypothesis can be used. So G′′ can be algebraically represented by atomical A-graphs; hence if
G is wellfounded, it can be algebraically represented by atomical processes.
We analyze now the situation when G is non-wellfounded. For A-graphs we define the
circular depth by:
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1. If G is not a recursive process circ(G) = 0
2. circ((recP )ΓG
′) = circ(G′) + 1
Due to the fact that E is regular, it cannot contain an infinite descendent path. Therefore,
as argued in the remark 4.1, it cannot contain an infinite chain of loops, each loop having as
successor a subsequent one. In any such chain of loops there exists a final one, hence any A-
graph has a finite circular depth. We will prove the theorem by induction on circular depth. For
circ = 0 we are in the case of wellfounded A-hierarchies (because any non-wellfounded one has
to contain loops in order to not contain infinite descendent paths) and for this case we proved
the theorem. Suppose that the theorem is true for any A-graph F with circ(F ) ≤ k − 1 and
let circ(G) = k. Hence G contains some subgraphs G1, G2, ... each of them containing a loop
originated in their root and circ(Gi) ≤ k. We will focus only on those for which circ(Gi) = k,
the rest of them being algebraically represented by atomical A-hierarchies due to the inductive
assumption. But each such Gi satisfies the requirements of the theorem 12.8 (because they have
loops originated in the root). So we can decompose each Gi in Gi = (recP )ΓFi, hence Gi can
be algebraically represented by Fi. But circ(Fi) = circ(Gi) − 1 = k − 1, so, by the inductive
assumption, Fi can be algebraically represented by atomical A-hierarchies. Gi can therefore be
represented by atomical A-hierarchies, meaning that G has the same property. The part of the
theorem referring to A-hierarchies derives, trivially, from this one.
Proof of the Theorem 8.1. P , having the recursive depth rdepth(P ) finite, can be repre-
sented, by using a wellfounded syntax involving the introduced operations, as a combinations
of a set of atomical processes. H, due to the representation theorem can be uniquely represented
as well on top of a set of atomical A-hierarchies by a wellfounded syntax. For this reason we
will prove both parts of the theorems by induction on these syntaxes.
First we prove that pJP Kq = P . If P is an atomical process we have pJP Kq = p{P}q = P .
Suppose that pJP1Kq = P1 and pJP2Kq = P2 then pJP1|P2Kq = pJP1K ‖ JP2Kq = pJP1Kq|pJP2Kq =
P1|P2. In the same way goes for denumerable composition.
Suppose that pJP Kq = P , then pJC.P Kq = pC.JP Kq = C.pJP Kq = C.P , pJn[P ]Kq = p(n, ε)bJP Keq =
n[pJP Kq] = n[P ], pJ(νn)P Kq = p(new n)JP Kq = (νn)pJP Kq = (νn)P and pJ!P Kq =!P in both
models of replication.
JpHqK = H is proved in the same way.
The proof of the Theorem 8.3. This result is proved by using the next Lemma.
Lemma 12.9. We have the following properties:
1. JP K ≈ JP K 15. J(M.M ′).P K ≈ JM.M ′.P K
2. JP K ≈ JQK⇒ JQK ≈ JP K 16. J(νn)(νm)P K ≈ J(νm)(νn)P K
3. JP K ≈ JQK, JQK ≈ JRK⇒ JP K ≈ JRK 17. J(νn)nilK ≈ JnilK
4. JP K ≈ JQK⇒ J(νn)P K ≈ J(νn)QK 18. J(νn)P |QK ≈ JP |(νn)QK, n /∈ fn(P )
5. JP K ≈ JQK⇒ JP |RK ≈ JQ|RK 19. JP |nilK ≈ JP K
6. JP K ≈ JQK⇒ J!P K ≈ J!QK 20. J(P |Q)|RK ≈ JP |(Q|R)K
7. JP K ≈ JQK⇒ Jn[P ]K ≈ Jn[Q]K 21. JP |QK ≈ JQ|P K
8. J(νn)(m[P ])K ≈ Jm[(νn)P ]K, n 6= m 22. J(x).P K ≈ J(y).P (x← y)K if y /∈ fn(P )
9. J!(P |Q)K ≈ J!P |!QK 23. J(νn)P K ≈ J(νm)P (n← m)K if m /∈ fn(P )
10. J!nilK ≈ JnilK 24. J0̂[P ]K ≈ JP K
11. J!!P K ≈ J!P K, J!P K ≈ JP |!P K 25. J(recX.X)K ≈ JnilK
12. JP K ≈ JQK⇒ JM.P K ≈ JM.QK 26. J(recX.P )K ≈ JP{X ← (recX.P )}K
13. JP K ≈ JQK⇒ J(n).P K ≈ J(n).QK 27. JP K ≈ JQK⇒ J(recX.P )K ≈ J(recX.Q)K
14. JP K ≈ Jε.P K 28. ∀i ∈ N JPiK ≈ JQiK⇒ J|i∈NPiK ≈ J|i∈NQiK
Proof of the Lemma 12.9. The first three properties derive from the fact that ≈ is an equiv-
alence relation. The properties 4, 5, 7, 12, 13 and 28 are consequences of the fourth condition
of the definition 7.2. The properties 8, 17 and 18 are consequences of the first condition of the
definition 7.2. The 14th and 15th properties derive from the fact that H = ε.H and respectively
(M.M ′).H = M.M ′.H. The property 16 is a consequence of the theorem 6.7. The properties
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19 and 24 derive from the second condition of the definition 7.2. 20 and 21 derive from asso-
ciativity and respectively commutativity of ‖. 22 and 23 are consequences of the fact that two
A-graphs are congruent if they are identical up to the renaming of input names and respectively
of new names. 25 derive from the definition 6.13, 26 is a consequence of the theorem 6.11, and
27 of the theorem 6.10.
Now we prove the properties involving replication. The property 9: (JP K ‖ JQK)∞ ≈ JP K∞ ‖
JQK∞. We construct a copies generator for JP K ‖ JQK and we divide it in two: one for nodes of
JP K and one for the nodes of JQK.
The property 10: JnilK∞ ≈ JnilK is a consequence of the point (c) of the second condition
of the definition 7.2. 11 derives from the theorem 6.13.
Coming back to the proof of the Theorem 8.3, we have:
1. Is a direct consequence of the lemma 12.9
2. If H1 ≈ H2 then pH1q ≡ pH2q. We prove this inductively on the structure of A-
hierarchies using the representation theorem. Hence it is sufficient to prove that:
1.
(a) p(new n)(H1 ‖ H2)q ≡ pH1 ‖ (new n)H2q if n /∈ fn(H1)
(b) p(new n)(m, ε)bHeq ≡ p(m, ε)b(new n)Heq if n 6= m
(c) p(new n)nilq ≡ pnilq
2.
(a) p0̂bHeq ≡ pHq (b) pH ‖ {nil}q ≡ pHq (c) p{nil}∞q ≡ p{nil}q
3. if pH1q ≡ pH2q then
(a) p(new n)H1q ≡ p(new n)H2q (b) pH1 ‖ H3q ≡ pH2 ‖ H3q (c) pnbH1eq ≡ pnbH2eq
(d) pC.H1q ≡ pC.H2q (e) p(recP ).H1q ≡ p(recP ).H2q
(f) if pHiq ≡ pH
′
iq for i ∈ N then p‖i∈N Hiq ≡ p‖i∈N H
′
iq
4. (a) pHq ≡ pHq (b) pH1q ≡ pH2q⇒ pH2q ≡ pH1q
(c) pH1q ≡ pH2q, pH2q ≡ pH3q⇒ pH1q ≡ pH3q
All these can be easily verified using the definition 8.1.
The proof of the Theorem 8.5. We use induction on structures as before to prove that if
P −→ Q then JP K =⇒ JQK and if H1 =⇒ H2 then pH1q −→ pH2q. We prove this for each
reduction rule. Once this is done, the four points of the theorems can be derived trivially by
taking into account the representation theorem for each case.
(⇒) If P −→ Q then JP K =⇒ JQK.
First we prove this for each reduction rule of Ambient Calculus:
(In-Rule): Jn[in m.P |Q]|m[R]K =⇒ Jm[n[P |Q]|R]K. We have Jn[in m.P |Q]|m[R]K = (n, ε)bin m.JP K ‖
JQKe ‖ (m, ε)bJRKe and Jm[n[P |Q]|R]K = (m, ε)bJRK ‖ (n, ε)bJP K ‖ JQKee.
But (In-Rule) for A-hierarchies gives us (n, ε)bin m.JP K ‖ JQKe ‖ (m, ε)bJRKe =⇒ (m, ε)bJRK ‖
(n, ε)bJP K ‖ JQKee q.e.d. We can prove, in the same way, that the rules (Out-Rule), (Open-Rule)
and (Comm-Rule) are preserved by J K.
Further we suppose that for two processes P and Q we have: If P −→ Q then JP K =⇒ JQK.
We prove that (Par-Rule) is conserved. We have JP |RK = JP K ‖ JRK and JQ|RK = JQK ‖ JRK.
Using (Par-Rule) over A-Hierarchies we obtain JP K ‖ JRK =⇒ JQK ‖ JRK, so JP |RK =⇒ JQ|RK
q.e.d. In the same way we can prove the property for (Amb-Rule), (New-Rule) and (DenPar-
Rule).
(⇐) If H1 =⇒ H2 then pH1q −→ pH2q. The proof goes inductively as for the reversed
implication.
Proof of the Theorem 9.1. If P ∈ P∞ then ∃k < ℵ0 such that depth(P ) = k. The syntax
of Ambient Calculus allows only wellfounded programs, hence the structure tree of P has a
finite depth. Then the length of the longest branch in the syntax tree, if we do not count the
transparent nodes, gives us k < ℵ0.
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Proof of the Theorem 9.6. (recX.X)α = Xα−1{Xβ ← (recX.X)β} for all β ≤ α−1. Hence
(recX.X)α = (recX.X)α−1 = ... = (recX.X)0 ≡ nil
Proof of the Corollary 9.7. We prove it by induction on the structure of P . If P is an
atomical process then the property is true for k = 0. Suppose that the property is true for
P (it exists k) and we will prove it for M.P and for n[P ]. Because (M.P )k+s = M.P k+s we
obtain that (M.P )k+s = M.P for any s < ℵ0. Because (n[P ])
k+1 = n[P k] we obtain that the
property is true for n[P ] as well. Suppose now that the property is true for P and for Q, having
k, l < ℵ0. Then (P |Q)
max(k,l) = Pmax(k,l)|Qmax(k,l). But max(k, l) > k,max(k, l) > l, so we
can use the inductive hypothesis. Thus P |Q satisfies the property. In the same way |i∈NPi
satisfies the property, hence also !P .
Proof of the Theorem 9.8. 1. u(n[P ]) is nil, n1[P 0], n2[P 1], ..., ni[P i−1], .... But nil, n1, n2, ...ni, ...
is the unfolding of n[ ] and P 0, P 1, ...P i, ... is the unfolding of P . Then, by definition 9.6,
u(n[P ]) ∼ u(n)[u(P )]. The rest of the theorem can be verified in the same way.
Proof of the Theorem 9.9. It is trivial to prove reflexivity and symmetry. We prove further
the transitivity. Suppose we have P1,P2,P3 ∈ Seq(P∞) with P1 ∼ P2 and P2 ∼ P3. We
prove this property by structural induction.
Suppose that P1 ∼ P2 due to the first condition of the definition 9.6, i.e. P 1k+s ≡ P
2
s
for any s ∈ N. If P2 ∼ P3 due to the same condition, we have P 2s ≡ P
3
l+s for any s, hence
P 1k+s ≡ P
2
s ≡ P
3
l+s for any s, so, due to the first condition of the definition 9.6, P
1 ∼ P3. If
P2 ∼ P3 due to the second condition of the definition 9.6, then P2 = R|S, P3 = T |U , with
R ∼ T and S ∼ U . This means that P 2s ≡ Rs|Ss, and because P
1
s ≡ P
2
k+s we obtain that
P 1k+s ≡ Rs|Ss for any s, hence P
1 = R|S. Due to the second condition of the definition 9.6 we
obtain that P1 ∼ P3. In the same way the property can be proved if P2 ∼ P3 is due to the
other four conditions of the definition 9.6.
The next step is to suppose that P2 ∼ P3, due to the first condition of the definition 9.6
and to analyze, one by one, the cases for P1 ∼ P2 as before.
For the inductive step, we suppose that P1 ∼ P2 and P2 ∼ P3 are satisfied by any condition
but the first. Using the possible configuration of the processes, it is trivial to verify that the
requirements of the theorem are fulfilled iff they are fulfilled for the components of P1,P2, and
P3. We use here also the fact that if one of the couples P1 ∼ P2, and P2 ∼ P3 is satisfied due
to the conditions 2, 3, or 4, then the other must be satisfied by one of the same conditions; if
one is satisfied by the condition 5, then the other must be satisfied also by 5; and if the first is
due to the condition 6 for M 6= ε, the second has to have the same property.
Proof of the Theorem 9.10. In order to prove this theorem we prove the next Lemma.
Lemma 12.10. We have the following properties:
1. u(P ) ∼ u(P ) 15. u((M.M ′).P ) ∼ u(M.M ′.P )
2. u(P ) ∼ u(Q)⇒ u(Q) ∼ u(P ) 16. u((νn)(νm)P ) ∼ u((νm)(νn)P )
3. u(P ) ∼ u(Q), u(Q) ∼ u(R)⇒ u(P ) ∼ u(R) 17. u((νn)0) ∼ u(0)
4. u(P ) ∼ u(Q)⇒ u((νn)P ) ∼ u((νn)Q) 18. u((νn)P |Q) ∼ u(P |(νn)Q), n /∈ fn(P )
5. u(P ) ∼ u(Q)⇒ u(P |R) ∼ u(Q|R) 19. u(P |0) ∼ u(P )
6. u(P ) ∼ u(Q)⇒ u(!P ) ∼ u(!Q) 20. u((P |Q)|R) ∼ u(P |(Q|R))
7. u(P ) ∼ u(Q)⇒ u(n[P ]) ∼ u(n[Q]) 21. u(P |Q) ∼ u(Q|P )
8. u((νn)m[P ]) ∼ u(m[(νn)P ]), n 6= m 22. u((x).P ) ∼ u((y).P (x← y)) if y /∈ fn(P )
9. u(!(P |Q)) ∼ u(!P |!Q) 23. u((νn)P ) ∼ u((νm)P (n← m)) if m /∈ fn(P )
10. u(!0) ∼ u(0) 24. u(0̂[P ]) ∼ u(P )
11. u(!!P ) ∼ u(!P ), u(!P ) ∼ u(P |!P ) 25. u((recX.X)) ∼ u(0)
12. u(P ) ∼ u(Q)⇒ u(M.P ) ∼ u(M.Q) 26. u((recX.P )) ∼ u(P{X ← (recX.P )})
13. u(P ) ∼ u(Q)⇒ u((n).P ) ∼ u((n).Q) 27. u(P ) ∼ u(Q)⇒ u((recX.P )) ∼ u((recX.Q))
14. u(P ) ∼ u(ε.P ) 28. ∀i ∈ N u(Pi) ∼ u(Qi)⇒ u(Pi|i∈N) ∼ u(Qi|i∈N)
Proof of the Lemma 12.10. The first three properties derive from the fact that ∼ is an
equivalence relation. The definition 9.6 combined with the theorem 9.8 gives us the properties
4, 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, and 28. Because ((νn)m[P ])α ≡ (m[(νn)P ])α if n 6= m for any α, we obtain
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the property 8, and in the same mode, using the structural congruence of the unfoldings of rank
α for any α, we can argue for the properties 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25.
The property 24 can be proven using the fact that (0̂[P ])α ≡ Pα−1.
For proving the properties 26 and 27 we use the Corollary 9.5.
The property 26: u((recX.P )) ∼ u(P{X ← (recX.P )}). We have (recX.P )α = Pα−1{Xβ ←
(recX.P )β} for β < α. But (P{X ← (recX.P )})α−1 ≡ Pα−1{Xβ ← (recX.P )β} for β < α
due to the Corollary 9.5. Hence (recX.P )α ≡ (P{X ← (recX.P )})α−1 for any α which proves
that u((recX.P )) ∼ u(P{X ← (recX.P )}).
The property 27: u(P ) ∼ u(Q) ⇒ u((recX.P )) ∼ u((recX.Q)). It can be proved by a
double induction. We take each case of the definition 9.6 that can define u(P ) ∼ u(Q) and
prove that u((recX.P )) ∼ u((recX.Q)) inductively on the pattern of unfoldings.
Returning to our theorem:
1. is a consequence of the properties stated in the theorem 12.10.
2. (⇒) If u(P ) ∼ u(Q) then P ≡ Q.
Because P,Q ∈ P∞, due to the corollary 9.7, ∃k, l < ℵ0 such that for any s P ≡ P k+s and
Q ≡ Ql+s. Because u(P ) ∼ u(Q), ∃m,n < ℵ0 such that P
m+s ≡ Qn+s for any s. Hence
P ≡ P k+l+m+n ≡ Qk+l+m+n ≡ Q.
Proof of the Theorem 9.14. (recX.X), (recX.P |X), (recX.X|X...|X|P ), (recX.!X|P ) are all
possible linear processes. We defined the first as identical with nil, while all the rest are equiv-
alent with !P as proven in theorem 9.13.
Proof of the Theorem 9.17. As for the theorem 9.1 we use the length of the longest branch
of the structure tree of the process (that has to be wellfounded) but now we count also the
transparent nodes.
Proof of the Theorem 11.3. It is trivial to verify this condition, one by one, for each of the
9 rules in the definition 11.2.
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